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Mike Larson

m908 24 channel Monitor Controller - Atmos® Ready.
The big push to deliver immersive music to streaming platforms means your
music production room could soon be mixing for Dolby® Atmos Music. If
this sounds like equal parts yikes and yeehaw, we can help the transition be
more of the latter with our award-winning 24ch, immersive audio-friendly
monitor controller.

ing a simple Dolby Atmos Music Target Curve setup), bass management and
individual channel delay settings. With a powerful, dedicated remote control unit, all monitoring functions are at your fingertips, and system info is
clearly displayed on the large LCD screen. To top it off, the m908 delivers the
finest audio quality of any monitoring equipment in the world.

The m908 will easily manage your stereo and 7.1.4 Atmos speaker systems,
providing 12 bands of parametric room correction EQ per channel (includ-

Visit us at gracedesign.com for complete details about the m908 and our
entire line of professional audio equipment.

• 24 channel AES3 digital I/O • 16 channel analog outputs • 16 channel ADAT Lightpipe in • 24 channel inputs USB • AES3, S/PDIF, and TOSLINK stereo inputs
• optional Dante™, DigiLink™ or Ravenna™ modules for additional 32 channels of I/O • optional 8 channel ADC modules for 8 - 16 channel analog inputs
• our latest generation AD / DA converters • 4th generation s-Lock pll clocking system for vanishingly low jitter • powerful room correction EQ
• complete bass management capability • channel level and delay calibration • comprehensive downmix control • 5 year warranty • made in the USA

www.gracedesign.com
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L

ast month, we announced the list of
nominations for the 2021 Resolution
Awards. Now the online voting portal
is up and running and will be
available to let you have your say
until the end of November. You can read all
about the nominations and why our team
chose them in this issue, and we hope you’ll
visit www.resolutionmag.com and help
decide the winners. We’ll feature all those
winners in the new year's issue, as well as in a
special digital supplement that will go out to all
magazine and digital newsletter subscribers in
December.
Talking of digital supplements, all newsletter
subscribers will have received the free Monitors
Focus supplement in mid-October, redesigned
in a digital device-friendly format. If you don’t
subscribe to the newsletter it can also be seen at
the Resolution website as well; we hope you
enjoyed it and we’re keen to hear what you
thought about it — if you have any comments,
please email us via info@resolutionmag.com.
This month we take some time to focus on
mic pre options with A-D conversion, and once
again it’s an almost overwhelming range of
options and choices. Every time we settle down
to put together these guides, it is a salutary

reminder of the difficult financial decisions that
practitioners have to make when it comes to
equipment and upgrades, and how those
decisions are actually philosophical as well as
financial. The kit you choose says everything
about how you want to work, and the priorities
that you have for your work environment —
which is why the endorsement of peers we
respect can mean so much in the decisionmaking process. When the world of
specifications gets too overwhelming and the
differences in build-quality are often extremely
small, then the ethos of the company and those
that support it are always easy points to focus
on. That’s quite right too…
The same can be said for the process of
nominating and giving out awards; we take our
responsibility for selecting nominees very
seriously, but when it comes to picking winners,
we’re more than happy to hand over the
responsibility to people we respect — you, and
our other readers. So, if you have already voted:
thanks. If not, we hope you can find the time to
impart your wisdom by expressing an opinion
soon. Your vote could help someone else make
a better choice down the line, and learn a little
from your hard-earned wisdom.
Until next time.

John
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Orange Amplification
Deplike app offer

All new Orange Amplification OMEC
Teleport A-D audio interfaces registered
on the company website will now receive
a free three month subscription to the
Deplike app. The OMEC Teleport is an
audio interface for both studio and gigging,
housed in a small effect pedal enclosure, it
is essentially universal connection device
which allows analogue signals to be
converted to digital for DAW connection.
The Deplike amp and effects application
has been modelled on a huge range of
guitar amps, cabinets and effect pedals.
The free three month subscription gives
OMEC Teleport users a full guitar suite on
iOS, Android, Windows, MacOS and
ChromeOS operating systems for operation
on both desktop, laptop and mobile
devices. The suite features low-latency
tools, tones and effects. Customers already
owning a Teleport can register at
www.orangeamps.com/support.

AMS Neve improves Recall Software
AMS Neve has made improvements to its Recall software that allows software control
of its 88 series hardware units and the 2254/R compressor/limiter. The program gives
control up to 16 Neve analogue outboard units from a connected computer, with settings
for each unit stored and available to be quickly recalled.
Recall runs on a Mac or a PC, with hardware units connected to the computer via USB or
through a powered USB hub. Once they are connected, the Recall software automatically
finds them; as well as offering unlimited recall of all switch settings, rotary pot and fader
positions, Neve’s upgraded software also provides a stereo matching function for the 8803
dual EQ (for master bus processing), an on-screen drag-and-drop audio processing matrix
for the 8801 channel strip, and a host of direct output routing options for the 8804 fader
pack and 8816 summing mixer. The software can be downloaded free of charge, from the
AMS Neve website.
www.neve.com

SMPTE to host Annual
Tech Conference virtually
SMPTE has
today
announced
that
registration is
open for its
2021 Annual Technical Conference (ATC),
a virtual event with daily four-hour
sessions offered Nov. 9-11 and Nov. 16-18.
Described as the “world's premier peerreviewed forum for media and
entertainment technology,” this year's
format and schedule includes a day of
sessions presented in APAC-friendly time
zones, and is designed to make
participation more convenient.
SMPTE 2021 ATC will feature
presentations on next-generation
technologies, as well as discussions on
traditional broadcast engineering,
sustainability, media in the cloud, and
operational SMPTE ST 2110 deployments. It
will feature daily live roundtables and Q&As,
with opportunities for networking and
social events, as well as the SMPTE
Storytellers programs and the induction
ceremony of the new class of SMPTE
Fellows will take place on Nov. 10.
Atc21.smpte.org
6 / October 2021

AWFC names Advisory Board
The Alliance for Women Film Composers
(AWFC) has named its newly formed
Advisory Board. The steering committee
of AWFC Founding Members Laura
Karpman, Lolita Ritmanis, Miriam Cutler,
Chandler Poling (pictured above) will head
the Advisory Board whose members are
Academy Award, Emmy, and Grammy
winning composers, songwriters, music
supervisors, music directors, Sundance
music executives and studio executives.
The advisory board will actively support
the Alliance for Women Film Composers
— which was founded in 2014 as a
community of composers and colleagues

who strive to support and celebrate the
work of women composers through
advocacy and education — in its mission,
advise on future programs and outreach,
and be a public face to champion the
organisation.
The Advisory Board members are: Amy
Andersson, Amy Dunning, Chandler Poling,
Diane Warren, Hildur Gudnadóttir, Kathryn
Bostic, Lisa Coleman, Lolita Ritmanis,
Madonna Wade-Reed, Miriam Cutler,
Mitchell Leib, Peter Golub, Rachel Portman,
Rickey Minor, Suzie Katayama, Tamar-kali,
Tony Scu dellari and Wendy Melvoin.
www.theawfc.com

APPOINTMENTS

Munich’s Gärtnerplatztheater
enters the IP world
The Staatstheater am Gärtnerplatz (State
Theater at the Gärtner Square in Munich,
Germany) has opted for state-of-the-art
IP audio technology from Lawo, and is
producing its new season largely on the
basis of an AoIP infrastructure. The central
elements of the new setup at
Gärtnerplatztheater are two Lawo mc²56
audio production consoles with A__UHD
core engine with I/O via several A__line
AoIP nodes and Lawo DALLIS devices
already in place in-house — integrated into

the network via a Nova73 HD router core.
The install replaces two mc²66 digital
mixing consoles — used by the auditorium
and sound control room for sound
reinforcement and to record musical, ballet,
operetta and opera productions — that have
been in situ since 2007. The A__UHD Core
engine that will underpin the new desks is
set for a software upgrade to A__UHD Core
(Phase 2) in time for the 2022 season, to
facilitate further IP infrastructure expansion.
www.lawo.com

McDSP APB driver
supports Apple Silicon

SoundGirls hosts inclusive
virtual conference

The new McDSP APB driver now takes
advantage of the latest advancements in
Big Sur (Mac OS 11.x) by running natively
on the new M1 processor. Additionally, the
latest software update for the
programmable analogue processor features
an installer that will automatically load the
correct driver version on Intel and M1
processor based Macs.
The APB Driver still supports older Mac
OS versions, including High Sierra (Mac OS
10.13.x), Mojave (Mac OS 10.14.x), and
Catalina (Mac OS 10.15.x), as well as Intel
processor-based Macs running Big Sur
(Mac OS 11.x). The M1 compatible APB
Driver is a free update to all APB-8 and
APB-16 clients, and can be downloaded
from the McDSP website.
www.mcdsp.com

SoundGirls, established to provide
support for women and non-binary
persons working in professional audio,
has announced the roster for its upcoming
Virtual Conference on December 4-5.
Women, non-binary and BIPOC make up
only 5% of the pro work force in audio and
music production, so SoundGirls is
committed to assisting women and
under-represented individuals with a desire
to join the industry. The Conference is a
two-day event open to all, from audio
veterans to beginners and students, with
presentations from a wide range of women,
men, and non-binary professionals with
roles in post-production, recording, live,
theater production, broadcast, and more.
The Conference also offers networking
opportunities, while the SoundGirls Mexico
City chapter will present several sessions in
Spanish. Attendees will receive access to a
video archive of sessions.
www.soundgirls.org

Loudspeaker manufacturer
PMC has appointed Phil
Millross to the company’s
sales team as Business
Development Manager for
Studio Products in the UK
and Ireland. Formerly
employed as a senior design
engineer, Phil has been with PMC for
more than 13 years and has a thorough
understanding of the company’s entire
portfolio. He is now responsible for
maximising sales, increasing brand
awareness, building strong links with UK
business partners and introducing
producers, engineers and artists to PMC’s
Studio Products portfolio. This includes
the recently launched compact, active
near-and midfield monitors.
“As we celebrate our 30th year, PMC is
rightly renowned for delivering
exceptional audio quality to recording
professionals all over the world,” says
PMC’s CEO Jeff Willcocks. “The launch
of our new monitor range, combined
with our reputation as experts in the
world of immersive audio, is driving a
substantial increase in business and we
are expanding our sales team in the UK
to reflect this growth.”
www.pmc-speakers.com
Polar has announced the
promotion of the current
UK National Sales Manager
for Integrated Solutions,
Will Turney, to the post of
Head of Integrated
Solutions. Will joined the
Polar team in 2017 as a
Business Development Manager after
five years with the Harmon-owned AMX.
A Marketing and Management graduate
of Newcastle University, Will's
progression at the company is described
as “a reflection of his dynamism and
detailed understanding of the AV
industry.”
Turney himself says that his role
managing the Integrated Sales Division
will include “supporting and developing
the Sales and Technical Support teams at
Polar in continuing to meet the challenges
of a fast-moving technology sector,” and
that he will also be responsible for “liaising
with our brands to develop strategies for
new product launches, as well as ongoing
product updates.”
POLAR Managing Director John
Midgley adds that: "In his time at
POLAR, Will has demonstrated a
comprehensive understanding of AV
technologies and their application in the
widest range of market sectors and
possesses a highly developed set of
skills that make him the ideal fit to take
charge of the Division.”
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Leader, a specialist in test
and measurement
instruments for broadcast,
production, post-production,
research, product
development and service
applications, has added Max Holland to its
sales and customer support team as
business development manager. His
arrival will enable the company to focus
more effectively on specific regions of
Britain and mainland Europe.
"We are very pleased to welcome Max
into the company," says the company’s
Europe managing director, Koichi
Fukagawa. "Working alongside Terry
Millard, Djamel Djadi and Kevin Salvidge,
he will form part of an experienced and
talented team addressing the test,
measurement and quality-of-service
analysis needs across the entire
spectrum of digital film and television
content creation, post-production and
broadcasting. His background in the
broadcast and computer software
sectors as well as with one of the UK's
best-known resellers is a good match
with the applicant credentials we
shortlisted for this position.
"The broadcast media industry's
accelerating transition from SDI to IP
makes this a particularly good time to be
joining Leader," Holland adds.
www.leader.co.jp/en

CEDAR Studio gets Emmy nod
CEDAR Studio suite of noise suppression and restoration tools has received a
Engineering Emmy Award, which honours individuals, companies and organisations for
developments in broadcast technology. This year, the awards “run the gamut from
high-end, computer-generated special effects to lighting enhancements; audio tools;
script-note technology; and systems that help maintain distancing protocols."
In its announcement of the Award, the US-based Academy of Television Arts and Sciences
noted that “CEDAR Studio was developed specifically to meet the needs of audio
professionals in the field of film and television post-production… it has grown to provide a
wide range of tools for cleaning and restoring audio. These include the industry-standard
dialogue noise suppressors as well as Retouch, the process that introduced spectral editing
to the industry. CEDAR Studio allows users to eliminate a wide range of problems and
provides unsurpassed results quickly and efficiently."
The company will receive the award during a ceremony in late-October, it will be
collected by Fraser Jones, President of CEDAR Audio USA.
www.cedar-audio.com

runVT adds new 5.1 Mixing Suite
As it continues to expand its reach, the
newly formed Optimal Audio arm of the
Focusrite Group, has appointed Atendi as
its Norwegian supplier. The company
supplies audio, lighting, AV and staging
equipment to the professional and
commercial markets, and is firmly
established as a major player in the
industry. It is an importer of leading
brands, supplying a wide range of
customers, including theatres, TV
studios, concert and cultural venues,
hotels, conference centres, rental
companies, architects and contractors.
Raf Willems, Head of Sales and
Channel Marketing EMEA, Optimal
Audio comments: “We are delighted to
welcome Atendi to the Optimal Audio
family. With their proven track record of
brand development in Norway, we are
confident that they are a perfect fit for
us. Øystein, Lorry and their team have
built a strong network throughout
Norway, and have a thorough
understanding of the Norwegian market
and its dynamics.”
www.optimal-audio.co.uk
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Long-established post production house,
runVT, has seen increased demand over
the past year. This has enabled it to
expand by recruiting more dubbing mixers
and now add to its London facility. It has
recently worked with HHB
Communications to build an all new
‘future-proof’ 5.1 mixing suite, and capacity
to its London-base as the options for
working in-house opened up again.
“Once the decision was made, we had
four weeks to execute,” explains Happy
Chhokar, Director of Operations and
Business Development at runVT. “We
wanted to get a suite built so that we could
best meet the needs of our clients and
make the lives of our team easier.”
runVT chose an AVID S4 control
surface, with five Genelec 8330As and a
7360A subwoofer for monitoring. It opted
for Smart Active Monitors in order to
leverage the Genelec GLM room
optimisation system, in order to better
match the sound of its other mixing suite.

adds, “GLM makes me feel confident in the
rooms, and our monitors allow me to feel
confident that I’ll be able to catch and
correct my mix, so nothing comes as a
surprise.”
www.runVT.tv

Al schmitt

Capturing the signature sound of one of the most iconic music producer-engineers, “Al Schmitt” features processing for vocal, piano,
bass, brass, strings and mix bus.

LEAPWING.COM
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LANDR Upmastering
offers Atmos
LANDR, the AIpowered music
mastering service
founded in 2014 has
announced the launch
of its Upmastering
service, that will upmix stereo audio to
the Atmos format for labels and artists
using a hybrid automated + oversight
workflow.
Upmastering’s operation has been
formulated under the supervision of Daniel
Rowland, producer/engineer of Oscarwinning, Grammy-nominated projects —
and LANDR’s Head of Strategy — alongside
film trailer mixer Matt Guiler. For labels and
independent artists in need of an affordable
service with options and a quick
turnaround, Upmastering offers an
automated approach with engineer
oversight mixed in, as well as fully
customised remastering by LANDR’s roster
of engineers. Prices start at $100 per track
(with a special kickoff offer of $75 for the
month of October).
www.Landr.com

Incite turns 10
Launched in
October 2011, Incite
Management was
one of the first
female run agencies
providing
representation for
composers, music
supervisors, and
music editors.
Founded by Rochelle
Sharpe it now
celebrates its
anniversary talent such as Joseph
Trapanese (Shadow & Bone, Straight Outta
Compton), Michael Yezerski (Blindspotting,
The Tax Collector), Joe Kraemer (Mission:
Impossible — Rogue Nation), Lindsay
Wolfington (To All the Boys I’ve Loved
Before), Elvin Ross (Tyler Perry’s go-to
composer for over 25 years), Jesi Nelson
(Star Wars: Biomes), Joachim Horsley
(Batman: Soul of the Dragon, Baker & The
Beauty) on its books. In addition, her roster
of music editors continue to stay busy and
provide post teams with solid editorial
leadership.
“I’m incredibly proud of Incite’s growth
and its tenacity to compete against the
other talent agencies since its inception,”
says Sharpe. “We have a great team and are
elated with the recent success of our clients
who are excelling in all visual media and a
joy to work with.”
www.incitemgmt.com
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PMJ swings with DPA
Pianist Scott Bradlee started PostmodernJukebox (PMJ) in the early days of YouTube,
hitting on an ear-catching formula for mixing modern pop hits with styles of the past.
A decade later, it has more than five million YouTube subscribers, national television
appearances and concert performances on its CV — and a vast collection of DPA mics. As
the YouTube page grew in success, Bradlee recognised the need to have reliable audio
equipment for performances that were often recorded live. “Most of the time,” he adds
“there’s more tracking and it’s a more controlled environment. We do the opposite.”
In the arsenal of its mix engineer, Thai Long Ly, the group has four pairs of the DPA 4099
Instrument Mics, 4041 Omnidirectional Large Diaphragm Mics, as well as the 2028 and d:facto
4018VL Vocal Mics that are its staples. The team also utilizes DPA’s 4011 Cardioid, 4006
Omnidirectional, 2011 Twin Diaphragm Cardioid, 4015 Wide Cardioid and 4018 Supercardioid
Mics — all of which they believe help keep the images as visually appealing as possible.
“When you have a lot of performers with stand microphones for each,” Ly says, “the fact
that DPA provides small-form solutions that I can tuck into places and hide behind things is
amazing.”
www.dpamicrophones.com

Harvard picks Studio Technologies
Harvard University Athletics has doubled
online viewership for its sports
broadcasts over recent years, as well as
establishing partnerships with ESPN,
national, and regional networks.
To help deliver audio, it has relied on
Studio Technologies units like the Model
204 and Model 230 Announcer’s Consoles,
Model 45A Audio Interface, and Model
45DC Intercom Interface. These have
enabled student-led production teams to
run about 300 pro-level broadcasts across
42 teams each year — including football,
basketball and more. Imry Halevi, Assistant
Director of Athletics at Harvard, specifically
highlights the Model 230 Announcer’s
Console, which has been the “workhorse for
all Harvard’s productions.”
The tabletop unit serves as ‘an audio
control hub for announcers, commentators,

and production personnel’, and games
typically have two commentators who use
Model 230 units live on air, and to
communicate with production personnel
behind the scenes. The school has also
started using the Dante-enabled Model 204
Announcer’s Console and Model 45DC
Intercom Interface for “productions where
running long analog XLR cables is not
practical.”
www.studio-tech.com

EVENTS GUIDE
IoA Reproduced Sound, Bristol 16-18 November

Prolight+Sound, Frankfurt 

MIDEM Digital Edition, online

Musikmesse, Frankfurt 

16-19 November

Broadcast Tech Fest, London
IBC, Amsterdam

30 November
3-6 December

CES, Las Vegas

5-8 January 2022

ISE, Barcelona

1-4 February 2022

NAB, Las Vegas

23-27 April 2022

High End, Munich 
MPTS, London 
NAMM, Anaheim 
Infocomm, Las Vegas 
PLASA, London 

26-29 April 2022
29 April-1 May 2022
19-22 May 2022
11-12 May 2022
3-5 June 2022
4-10 June 2022

4-6 September 2022

THE NEW

mc 36
2

SLEEK. STUNNING. STELLAR.

AT A GLANCE
All-in-one audio production console – powered by A__UHD Core technology
Built-in comprehensive I/O incl. Lawo-grade mic pre-amps
Frames with 16, 32 and 48 faders
256 DSP channels
864 channels I/O capacity

NEW: 48 fader version

48 – 96 kHz operation
*

* future release

IP Easy – IP setup as simple as analog with Lawo HOME

Get more
information
here!
https://lawo.com/mc²36

www.lawo.com

bit.ly/mc2-36_Video

New Gear

New products
A guide to the latest new hardware and software
Beyerdynamic

PRO X series
Comprising of two
new headphones
and two new mics,
the PRO X series
from beyerdynamic
is aimed at both
studio users and
‘digital creators’ in
more mobile
environments. The
headphones — DT
700 PRO X and DT
900 PRO X — will sit
alongside the
well-established DT
lines, offering
open- and closed-back designs that sit in the range at the approximate
points their numberings suggest, but with a slightly different voicing
characteristic; enhanced design (including the new Stellar 45 driver),
manufacturing techniques, and sustainability potential; and specs that
better suit use with mobile devices. Both are fully German-made models,
with two mini-XLR cables that can be changed and replaced with other

connection options. They also provide smooth velour ear
pads and memory foam headband padding for long wear
times.
The M 70 PRO X dynamic mic and the M 90 PRO X
condenser are suited to livestreaming and music recording
purposes respectively. The M 70 is speech-optimised
top-address design with a
cardioid pattern offering
rejection characteristics
needed to minimise noise from
keyboards, and a casing design
that extends frequency
response and helps balance
proximity effects. The M 90
PRO X is also cardioid pattern,
but with a side-address
functionality and 20Hz-20kHz frequency response
designed for vocal and instrument use and low self-noise.
Both come with integrated elastic shock mounts, and are
also built at the Beyerdynamic base in Heilbronn.
The DT 700 PRO X and DT 900 PRO X are now available at a
recommended retail price of €249, and the two microphones M 70 PRO
X and M 90 PRO X are available from a recommended retail price of €249
and €299.
www.beyerdynamic.com

Black Rooster Audio

PSI Audio

NUGEN AUDIO

Black Rooster Audio’s RO-SPR is a modelled
vintage spring reverb plug-in for injecting
the bouncy and ringing sounds of that retro
effect into DAW mixes. It offers six Spring
Type options alongside Low, Mid and High
EQ settings, as well as Spring Length and
Spring Mode controls based around the
sounds of brands like Hammond and Fender.
The plug-in can operate in Mono, Stereo
or Mono-to-stereo modes, with the Stereo
option sending the signal to separate Spring
models, whereas M2S sends the mono signal
to non-identical springs to create bespoke
width.
RO-SPR is available at an introductory price
of only US$59 — before rising to US$129 — as
64-bit AAX-, AU-, and VST plug-ins for macOS
and AAX and VST for Windows.

PSI Audio had updated
its A17-M nearfield
speaker with a new
tweeter developed and
built entirely in the
company’s
manufacturing facility in
Switzerland. The
company says the
upgrade delivers higher
SPL capacities at lower
distortion figures,
“creating the most
natural sound possible.”
The A17-M nearfield
delivers a frequency response between 43Hz
and 23kHz utilising a DSP-free, all-analogue
design. The unit’s overall design, including the
175mm membrane woofer, remains the same as
before, while the tweeter upgrade mirrors
change the company made to its A14-M last
year. Both employ proprietary PSI Audio
innovations such as Compensated Phase
Response (CPR) and Adaptive Output
Impedance (AOI). The new model is available
immediately.

A mono/
stereo-only
version of its
well-received
convolution
reverb software,
Paragon ST
strips out the
surround functionality of the original and adds
new features to become better suited for stereo
music production applications. Interestingly,
some of these new features will now be ported
across to the multi-channel application too.
Paragon based its functionality on innovative
resynthesis of its Impulse Responses (IR),
affording more editability than a conventional IR
reverb. Additionally, it featured spectral analysis
and IR EQ, low-artifact time-stretching, and HPF
and LPF per channel — while the new ST version
adds stereo width controls, based on Nugen’s
Stereoizer plug-in, a mic distance control to
adjust early reverb reflections and pre-delay
tempo lock to anchor the reverb pre-delay to
the project BPM. Paragon ST has an MSRP of
US$299, but is currently available at an
introductory price of US$149.

www.blackroosteraudio.com

www.psiaudio.swiss

www.nugenaudio.com
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Paragon ST

Genelec

Output

Genelec has unveiled the first model in its new Signature
Series with the introduction of the two-way 6040R Smart
Active Loudspeaker. Created in conjunction with Finnish
industrial designer Harri Koskinen, the 999 mm (39.33
inches), floor-standing, 6040R continues an association
between himself and the company that goes back 20 years to
the 6040A and his work on that model’s Minimum Diffraction
Enclosure (MDE). Fashioned from die-cast aluminium, Genelec
says the MDE allowed the delivery of a wide frequency
response from a compact enclosure, and eliminated the
resonances of wooden cabinet designs. The MDE also allowed
the 6040A to feature Genelec’s now-familiar Directivity Control
Waveguide, This 20th anniversary of the 6040 launch has
given Genelec the opportunity to re-imagine the technology
within the 6040 as part of a new range celebrating models and
design collaborations that have marked high-points in
Genelec’s history.
The re-engineered 6040R now features the same
6.5mm LF driver and bi-amplified Class D power amplifier
technology as Genelec’s professional loudspeaker
models, alongside a 19mm (¾”) tweeter each driven
independently by dedicated 150 Watt power amplifier stages. Other
refinements include both analogue and digital inputs (supporting AES/
EBU and SPDIF formats), a digital output, universal mains voltage and
onboard DSP to allow each 6040R loudspeaker to be intelligently tuned
for any acoustic environment via GLM room calibration software. It
delivers a frequency response of 43Hz to 20kHz with a maximum short
term SPL of 110 dB.

Output’s
sample-based
music creation
system, Arcade,
is getting a
major makeover
and new
features in its
new version 2.0
update, which
will be rolled out
free for all
existing
customers, and available by the time you read this. The previously
stylistically-themed sample-based content blocks (known as ‘Lines’ in
Arcade’s own parlance) — such as the vocal-centric ‘Hooked’, the mellow
‘Poolside’, and hip hop-centric ‘Drip’ — will now have chromatic
instruments added to them, morphing the software from production tool
to something closer to a music making environment.
Also added is Kit Generator: an “AI-powered preset generator”, which
promises to do a lot of similar things that the curated ‘Lines’ do for
collections of user-generated samples. Specifically, Kit Generator allows
users to drag and drop any audio into Arcade to generate custom Kits
consisting of the original sound, locked to tempo and key along with
numerous manipulated variations to streamline the process of using
original content. There’s also a re-designed Sampler Kit Keyboard and
Tweak Page, easy tab navigation between Sampler and Note Kits, search,
sort, preview, and download every Kit in a Line right from the Lines page.

www.genelec.com

www.output.com

6040R

Arcade 2.0

Waldorf

Antares Audio Technology

UNiKA

Waldorf Music’s M revives the classic the
company's Microwave synthesiser alongside
‘modern’ Microwave II tone generation in the
form of its hybrid wavetable functionality. It also
offers an analogue lowpass 24dB/Oct VCF
(Voltage Controlled Filter) with resonance and
saturation feature, and true stereo analogue
VCA (Voltage Controlled Amplifier) with
panning. The original Microwave, itself based on
the iconic early-80s PPG Wave series, came out
in 1989 — however, in a style befitting modern
production the new unit comes in a desktop
form factor (VESA mountable) with Midi and
USB2 control connectivity. The eight-voice
polyphonic, four-part multitimbral synth will
feature 2,048 sound presets (divided into 16
banks, each with 128 sounds) that, for lovers of
those original pieces of hardware, will include the
classic Microwave sound sets, and PPG Wave
sounds converted for the original Microwave.

Auto-Tune
Slice is
described
as “a hybrid
instrument
that’s both
a precision
sampler
and flexible synthesizer” that turns samples into
manageable ‘slices’ mapped to MIDI and creates
a playable instrument. This enables an extensive
amount of rearrangement options, the creation
of new phrases and patterns, and the software
also allows further the further manipulation of
the sounds via 14 onboard effects. The software
comes with 200+ exusive vocal samples and
presets, created by sound designers, producers
and artists. Alongside this, Antares is launching
Samplescape, an “ecosystem” for new custom
presets and samples, which will deliver regular
updates of new vocal content to anyone with an
active subscription to the Auto-Tune Unlimited
service — through which Slice is available
alongside every current edition of Auto-Tune,
Auto-Tune Vocodist, all 11 of the vocal effects in
the AVOX suite.

The PRO-148 and
PRO-248 are DI boxes
for studio and stage
applications that employ
phantom powered active
electronics. The two
iterations represent
mono (PRO-148) and
stereo/2-channel
variants (PRO-248),
each housed in solid
enclosures. Both accept
balanced or unbalanced
input via XLR/TRS combo jacks. A Thru jack
output allows for forwarding the input signal to
a guitar amplifier or other peripherals. The
units also provide a -20dB pad switch and
Ground Lift switch. The only substantive
difference between the two ruggedly
constructed units is that the PRO-248 offers
two channels for stereo or dual-mono sources.
The units can be powered by 48V phantom
power, via the output cable. The PRO-148 and
PRO-248 DI boxes are available now; prices are
€121 euros for the PRO-148 and €174 euros for
the PRO-248.

www.waldorfmusic.com

www.autotune.com

www.unikapro.com

M

Auto-Tune Slice

PRO-148 & PRO-248
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Broadcast aside
Dennis Baxter

The future (shock) of
broadcast sports sound

I

DENNIS BAXTER takes a look at the changing perception of
sports broadcast sound post-COVID, and what this means for veracity

will never forget my first live remote
broadcast. I was in over my head and
knew my studio experience was no
substitute for outside broadcast
experience. The engineer in charge knew
I was struggling to get things set up; he looked
me square in the eye and ruefully informed me
that “sound is 10% of the show and 90% of the
problems.”
I may not have known anything about IFBs
or communications systems but, coming from
a recording studio environment, one thing I
knew was that television could sound much
better than it did. This launched my career-long
quest for tone, and for getting audio to some
degree of parity with the visual side of
broadcasting in terms of its impact.
While it might be too harsh to say that many
‘video people’ — and some producers — did
not pay much attention to the sound of their
sports broadcasts until the stadiums were
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empty, I can imagine producers and broadcast
executives scratching their head’s and sighing,
“well what do we do now?”
Sound-starved stadiums were an unknown
concept in top-line sport before Covid-19, and I
saw some early online discussion during the
period that was mostly against the idea of
adding the artificial sound of crowds with foley.
However, as sports continued, it was generally
agreed that adding crowd noise to generate
some atmosphere and enthusiasm was the way
to go.
The first time I used live foley to augment a
broadcast, it was long enough ago that I used a
tape loop and rolled in crowd sounds at a car
race. With that event, it was needed because
the cars were so loud they would drown out
any useable crowd noise. The tape loop
worked, but had flaws — however, In 1986, the
Akai 900 Sampler appeared on the market and
the possibilities for live foley changed.

So live foley is nothing new — think about
hearings horse hoofs above a boisterous
race-day crowd — but the use of sound
supplementation took bad turn for me in 2012,

when members of the press accused me of
faking the entire sound of the London Olympic
Games. The truth is, during the Olympics we
used samplers for augmenting rowing and
skiing events where crowds and participants
can be separated by some distance, but always
attempted to capture live sound. The Olympics
never supplemented the crowd sound before
2021, despite many Olympic venues often only
having modest crowds. Personally, I’ve always
enjoyed those smaller crowds because I felt that
— when captured properly — I could deliver a
very clear and dynamic crowd tone as opposed
to a background roar or something that
sounded like white noise.

known as vCrowd.
However, there are purists who believe
sports sound should not be altered or
augmented for the sake of entertainment
— though many have been directed to have a
change in attitude when sports producers and
directors were shocked at the lack of energy to
the finished result without crowd ‘hype’. It is all
about entertaining the consumer, and I contend
broadcast content producers have a higher bar
for what that means now.
As an inexperienced mixer, I rarely put out
additional crowd microphones because I
thought the effects mics picked up adequate

crowd noise — but as I developed as a sports
mixer, particularly while handling the Olympics,
I learned to sculpt a sonic landscape with
definition and depth in the atmosphere and
ambience (and I usually had enough sportsspecific sounds in my library to complete the
illusion). Crowds are the glue of sports
entertainment, particularly in immersive sound
production, but great crowd sounds require
more than just good capture. This was proved
when there was no live crowd sound to capture,
and various levels of sonic enhancements
emerged or were developed.
Big crowds do not necessarily sound like

Larger than live

The crowds are back in the stadiums now,
though, and I have heard jubilation from my
mixing colleagues about having “real sound”
again. However, I’d suggest that sports sound
mixers now may have an altogether different
problem to deal with.
During Covid, the broadcast audience clearly
experienced sound that was not usually heard
before empty stadiums, and fans are enjoying a
more detailed sonic experience. Now, I propose
that there will be a higher level of expectations of
the sound beyond the loud roaring of crowds.
There is a lot of sound around a Premier
League Football match — banter between
players, coaches constantly yelling and — of
course — the thumps of the ball being kicked,
but much of this sound has not been making it
to screens at home. Part of the role of the
sound mixers is to squeeze the sounds from the
pitch with finger acrobatics, frantically mixing
between that and crowd swells — however,
crowds simply masked much of the on-theground sound of competition in the same way
those cars did to the crowd.
I have always approached sport sound
design as trying to give the listener a ‘bigger
than life experience’; similar to the way sound is
presented in film and games. Sports broadcasts
document events, but I would not consider
them a documentary. If you do, then I respect
the opinion that there should not be sound
augmentation for empty stadiums.

AI foley

Most of the Covid sound supplementation has
been manual with multiple layers of sound
triggered from computers that are blended and
stacked by mixers, but Artificial Intelligence is
playing a bigger role in media production. While
the camera lens and mic remain the tools for
covering live sports, entertainment options like
film and games have amped up consumer
expectations of sound ‘reality’. Field sound has
been improving with technologies like Lawo’s
Kick audio tracking system — which can
integrate with image analysis software to follow
balls — and Salsa Sound’s MIXaiR, an AI-driven
automixing and sound object creation solution.
Created by Dr. Ben Shirley and Dr. Rob Oldfield
(See Resolution V16.8) the system has
expanded to offer an augmentation system
October 2021 / 15
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movie-style crowds, and certainly not like video
game crowds. Often, the captured sound of big
sports audiences can devolve into a wash of
noise. I am often annoyed by ambience beds
that are bereft of detail in this way, but
broadcast mixers can find a consistent cure for
this with a blend of real and manufactured
sound. Processing a crowd bed through
advanced spatialisation techniques is well
covered in my upcoming publication on
Immersive Sound Production, due to be
released by Routledge Press in February 2022.
A spatialisation tool I am using is from DSpatial
(Barcelona, Spain) which creates ‘real-time’
atmospheric enhancements and is a good
choice for immersive spatialisation creation,
enhancement and control — which clearly
benefit 3D sports sound.

wireless microphones on a few players, coaches
or the referees would sure change the sound of
Premier League Football.
In America, colourful language is not a
problem for cable, satellite and streaming
telecasts — however, over-the-air transmissions
are regulated.
The sceptics would argue that the athlete
and certainly the coaches would never wear a
wireless, but I suggest the financial fortunes of
players and coaches are tied to broadcast
revenues, plus the broadcasters could have
sponsored audio channels with uncensored
language and split the revenues with the
participants. User Interactivity solves any
language issues, and not only allows the
consumer to change the volume but also the
sound source.

Creating interest

Changing definitions

Great TV sound benefits from TV-friendly
sports, but with virtually every sporting event
available by antenna, cable, dish or streaming I
believe consumers are at a point where
something has got to grab the attention of the
viewer and listener to pique interest. Over the
decades, sports-specific sound has grown fairly
sophisticated, using an abundance of close
microphones and even more contact
microphones.
Basketball has been a leader in up-close
sound with wireless microphones on athletes
regularly since 2014. The sound is screened by
the league and generally used during replays
and feature packages to prevent any language
controversies. Baseball has allowed
microphones in the bases, pitchers mound,
buried in the field and on officials and I believe
the enhanced sound attracts a wider audience.
American football has put wireless microphones
on players for almost a decade and I guarantee
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The definition of ‘sports’ has advanced to
include eSports too, which has sponsors, a
global audience, and is in consideration for
Olympic status. Sound design for eSport
includes more synthetic sounds than any
traditional sport, and lends itself to a variety of
dimensional and 3D possibilities. Gaming offers
a unique sound design option of entertaining
either from the position of a spectator or the
participant themselves — uniquely, it affords the
option to hear almost exactly what they can
hear. Participant/spectator sound design is
fundamental in sports sound design, but it is
virtually impossible for the viewer to change the
perspective, only the mixer/sound designer can,
thus that remains a production choice. Viewer
options will only grow, however.
Through 40 years in sports sound, I have
witnessed a growing integration of sports and
entertainment. There are now regularly DJs and
cheerleaders at beach volleyball or over-the-

top PA introductions and music at boxing and
wrestling events. Clearly, that excitement works
well in the venue and translates to television.
Sports coverage and production is evolving,
and our job as content providers and producers
is to entertain an audience with an exciting and
interesting sound.
Immersive and Interactive were put on the
back burner during Covid — and there was a lot
of scepticism about immersive sound, made
worse by competing platforms. Immersive and
interactive features will gain momentum in the
next couple of years, though... Why? Because
consumers finally have the means to control
and hear the entertainment options, that are
possible with soundbars that not only front-fire
but up-fire and side-fire too (and in some cases
misfire).
Even though there are few standards in the
speaker industry, I think it is easy to make the
case that the sound of television has improved
over the last couple of years.
I think the augmentation fixes that defined
2020 and 2021, will also promote change and
progress. Incorporating the commentary,
playback as well as augmenting sounds into a
basic computer algorithm and it seems more
than possible that a computer could create a
sports soundscape. I have worked with
directors that were not much more than “bots”
and clearly an AI computer algorithm could cut
a football game. Face it, perhaps a computer
could blend a better show than a skilled mixer,
although it may be a soulless composition.
Don’t be an ostrich with your head buried — or
just a spectator — you may get left behind.
About the Author: Dennis Baxter has spent over 35
years in live broadcasting contributing to hundreds of
live events including sound design for nine Olympic
Games. He has earned multiple Emmy awards and is
the author of A Practical Guide to Television Sound
Engineering, published in both English and Chinese.
His new book about immersive sound practices and
production will be available this fall. He can be
reached at dbaxter@dennisbaxtersound.com or
at www.dennisbaxtersound.com.
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John Moore

The seeds of CEDAR
Professor Peter Rayner, one of the founders of CEDAR Audio Ltd, has been honoured
with a Fellowship of the Institute Of Professional Sound; you may not know his name,
but his story is a fascinating one that’s worth telling

P

eter Rayner was one of the driving
forces behind the creation of audio
restoration company CEDAR, one of
the key names in broadcast and film
audio for its work on noise
reduction and audio analysis. However, his
path to the point where the company came
into being was not a straightforward one — it
was, however, one of high achievement and
success.
The IPS award was presented to the
Professor in October by the CEDAR’s
managing director, Gordon Reid, and marks
recognition for his Rayner’s work on digital
audio restoration that began back in 1985,
long before the name CEDAR was coined.
That work, completed under Prof. Rayner’s
oversight, would eventually lead to the
company’s first prototype system and plant
the seed of its success. As this may suggest,
the products of CEDAR are very much the
product of academic research — there’s no
coincidence that one of its central lines is still
named ‘Cambridge’. However, Prof. Rayner
was not always the academic sort, and his
path into the world of audio was not driven by
a fascination with music.

Practical man

The son of a garage (and later machine tools
company) owner, Peter Rayner says he was
destined to become an engineer because
some of his earliest toys were tools. However,
his early school achievements saw him
funnelled towards grammar school, where the
emphasis was more on Latin.
This left him having to pursue his practical
interests on his own time. He had a lathe by
the age of 15, but — having not been informed
of higher-education options in Engineering —
left school at 16 for an apprenticeship at Pye.
After two years with the company, his
break came when he was placed in the Pye
Television audio lab, whereupon he was taken
under the wing of Gordon Edge — who would
later become the managing director of
Cambridge Consultants, PA Technology &
Science Centre, and Scientific Generics, These
were firms that helped establish and underpin
the so-called ‘Cambridge Phenomenon’, a
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I had no idea beforehand that I was being
considered for this, and I would sincerely like
to thank everyone at the Institute and at
CEDAR who was involved
cluster of technology companies that
successfully bridged the gaps between
academia, innovation and enterprise to
worldwide success.
When his Pye apprenticeship came to an
end, Rayner became the first employee at
Edge’s Cambridge Consultants, which had
been established about a year before, finding
himself in what he describes as "a shambolic
workshop full of eccentrics, with a marvellous
atmosphere". The company was growing

quickly at that time, and he was soon the head
of digital electronics, employing graduates
who, on paper, were more qualified than he
was. This inspired him to obtain a Higher
Education qualification, so he went to see his
former tutor at the technical college who
suggested that he skip a BSc and jump
directly to a PhD. He applied to numerous
universities, and The University of Aston
offered him a place and funding that, in 1968,
enabled him to complete a PhD on a method

for making efficient audio amplifiers.
During this period Rayner had started to
recognise the power of mathematics in
engineering, and decided to move out of
electronics and into communications. The
University of Essex offered him a research
fellowship in the fledgling field of speech
recognition but, with no grant forthcoming, he
shifted into lecturing in communications at
Cambridge University in a junior capacity. He
took up that post in 1969, shortly after the
development of the FFT had begun to hugely
reduce the computing power needed for
certain applications. Rayner had the foresight
to recognise that digital signal processing was
the future and — using an IBM computer, paper
tape and a teletype for input and output — he
and one of his undergraduates set up what was
possibly the first real-time digital signal
processing system.

Maths in the real world

The Signal Processing and Communications
Research Group, of which he was head — “a
statistical mathematics group trying to solve
general real-world problems” — was growing
rapidly, with many of its PhD students later
becoming full professors, multi-millionaires
(and even one billionaire). Rayner himself
became a Fellow of Christ's College, having
been appointed to an ad hominem Readership
and then a Professorship along the way, and

soon became renowned for his research work
in the fields of digital signal processing, optimal
non-linear filtering, neural networks, and
Bayesian statistics.
Gordon Reid recalls that he “first met Peter
in January 1989 after the National Sound
Archive invited me to help set up CEDAR
Audio, and he showed me some of the initial
results of the declick and dehiss algorithms that
would form much of the basis of the first
CEDAR Systems. We also chatted about
cleaning up data acquired by radio telescopes
and no doubt many other things, and what was
clear to me was how incisive his mind was and
how broadly his knowledge and understanding
could be applied. This was as true for the
development of the company itself as for the
technology on which its products are based,
and Peter has been a driving force behind
many of our achievements.”
CEDAR is still innovating in its field, more
than 30 years on. It has received an Academy
Award, an Emmy and two Cinema Audio
Society Awards for its achievements - including
the invention of spectral editing and near-zero
latency digital dialogue noise suppression.

Future innovation

Today, Prof. Rayner, is an Emeritus Professor of
Information Engineering at Cambridge, as well
as a director of CEDAR Audio. His active
interest is currently hearing assistance, and the

development of blind source separation
algorithms — the technology to separate one
voice from a crowd or overwhelming
background noise. Development’s in this area
have led to CEDAR’s sister company,
AudioIntelligence, and a new CEDAR product
called Isolate (Resolution V21.4) — which
Gordon Reid believes “has numerous
applications in broadcast, recording, forensics
and security.”
Peter Rayner is simultaneously philosophical
and practical about this research. He notes
that low-latency blind separation could greatly
benefit 700,000,000 people with hearing
impairments worldwide, but also that
"someone is going to make a lot of money
from it."
On the award, he adds: "I'm very grateful to
the Institute of Professional Sound for
recognising my work, and I really appreciate
this honour. I had no idea beforehand that I was
being considered for this, and I would sincerely
like to thank everyone at the Institute and at
CEDAR who was involved."
Gordon Reid concludes his comments by
saying that “Peter is the godfather of CEDAR
or — if that has negative connotations — the
wise uncle to whom I can turn when I need to
bounce ideas off an objective and supremely
rational listener. I'm delighted that his
contributions are now being more widely
recognised.”
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Antelope Audio Galaxy 32
Synergy Core
RUSSELL COTTIER fires up Antelope’s DSP-assisted studio interface to take a look at the
latest evolution of the Synergy Core concept

T

he latest offering from high-end slim-line
audio interface manufacturer Antelope
is the Galaxy 32 Synergy Core. This unit
takes the Antelope ethos of connectivity
and sleek design into the next generation and
offers a progression from the Orion series.
However there are even more channels of
connectivity, more ports and six ARM DSP chips
along with two FPGA processors — more on
which below. Antelope is positioning this unit as
both an audio interface and a processing box
for both live and studio use.
Like the Orion series, the Galaxy has no front
panel connectors. There’s just the illuminated
power button, some press buttons in an
attractive machined anodized aluminium, and a
large stepped continuous encoder with press
functionality. The dark grey brushed metal front

panel looks classy in any studio rack and there
is a transparent panel that combines all the
illuminated displays; namely icons for the
internal OVEN clock or external ATOMIC clock
input along, with two full-colour OLED displays
for detailed menus and metering.

Making connections

The rear panel is jam packed with connectors;
eight DB25 sockets for the 32 channels of
balanced IO offer the perfect way to connect
your unit to many modern analogue consoles or
the Antelope MP32 preamp. There are two HDX
ports for Avid Pro Tools systems connectivity
totalling 64 channels, a 64-channel MADI port,
eight channels of ADAT lightpipe I/O and two
channel SPDIF I/O via RCA. Of course, this unit
gets really interesting when we look at the two,

mirrored, 64 channel Danté networked audio
ports — a very powerful tool in single and
multi-room studio complexes allowing
redundancy protection.
The Galaxy has a pair of balanced TRS
outputs dedicated for control room monitors,
which made this a simple drop-in replacement
for my usual interface. These sound great and
can be controlled by the large front panel
encoder knob. The screw-collar 18V adaptor for
power seems very secure and the whole unit is
connected via Thunderbolt 3 to your host
computer. Though standalone operation on a
network is possible too. Antelope suggests that
adaptor cables can be used to allow legacy
computers to connect, so there will be no
problem if you only have Thunderbolt 2.
Installation in Mac OS was relatively simple

/ The Galaxy’s sleek front panel is dominated by dual OLED screens and a central rotary/push button encoder. The range of I/O options on the rear — including Dante — are
easily patched with the Galaxy’s control software
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but there are some more hoops to jump though
when using Windows. Antelope does not
include a cable with the unit, which is
something of a shame considering the cost of
the device and their inclusion of great quality
cables in previous products (though it's not an
uncommon for cables to be omitted by
manufacturers). Channels are not shared
between digital ports, in fact you can actually
run all 598 channels of I/O simultaneously in
this system.

No delay

Because of the incredibly low latencies, the
Galaxy could find many uses in the studio or
live rig. For example it would make a fantastic
line level patching or routing unit in a multiroom facility allowing AFX processing or
hardware inserts to be shared across locations,
an excellent replacement for outboard in a live
setup if your live console has Danté or, in my
case a simple interface in the studio with the
ability to apply live hardware modeling and a
myriad of cue mixes.
On the topic of low latency, what exactly is
Synergy Core? Essentially it is a marketing term
for the combination of ARM DSP chips and
FPGA chips in Antelope’s range of interfaces.
The FPGA, Field Programmable Gate Array
chips that were used in earlier generations were
a fantastic way to essentially create brand new
application-specific integrated circuits on the
fly. Allowing reprogramming of actual physical
logic gates in the FPGA for near instant
operation of specific calculations. When they
were first used in Antelope gear this really did
offer unprecedented latencies for processing.
But Antelope wanted to do more and, as far as
this reviewer understands, FPGA processing is
not really ideal for more complex plug-ins that
might need to access longer buffers etc. So the
inclusion of the six ARM DSP processors to take
on more appropriate tasks led to the system
being dubbed Synergy Core. In practice, you
don’t have to worry about any of that, the
processing is seamless, essentially never lags
and is rock solid. This is primarily because slots
are limited to the 32 Virtual Racks with up to
eight effects in each. This gives you up to 128
simultaneous effects — but, remember, these
are limited to 32 chains. In reality, this is enough
to take the main load from your computer to
act as a live processing rig for the vast majority
of stage shows — you can even use another
computer on the network to manage the
Galaxy’s control panel software.

Taking control

Once you have connected your system and
updated any drivers, the familiar Antelope
control panel software greets us. The first
page is a little daunting but actually super
simple. Connections are made by dragging
coloured blocks from inputs to outputs. For
instance I could run analogue channel 26 into
AFX rack 1 input, then AFX 1 output to Danté
channel 32. I could then click over to the AFX
tab and start adding up to eight of the 37

/ The Galaxy will look eye-catching in virtually any rack.

included AFX plug-ins. But what if I wanted to
record Analog 26 dry simultaneously? No
problem, I just drag that over to Thunderbolt
Output 1 for example.
Likewise I can create my own custom cue
mixes from the four panels of 32 channel mixers
— and a handy reverb, Auraverb, is built in too.
This all sounds a little complicated, but presets
can be saved and even recalled with the two
Preset buttons on the front panel. I found that a
preset for tracking and one for mixing worked
perfectly. What does it sound like though?

Getting to work

In my opinion these units sound incredible, they
have a low noise-floor and recordings I have
made on all the Antelope units have been
fantastic. The Galaxy did not disappoint.
Whether this is due to the 64-bit AFC clocking,
or something else, I don’t know but the units are
an absolute pleasure to use. The included AFX
processors are too numerous to mention here
but they all behave as you would expect of the
hardware. The BAE models and the STA LEVIN
saw a lot of use in my time as guardian of the
Galaxy demo model. The inclusion of the
Marble White AutoWah seemed a little
redundant though, a decent amp sim and cab
IR loader might have been more useful for
tracking sessions, perhaps.
The 37 AFX plug-ins cover most bases,
while a variety of other options are available
from the Antelope website. It is very sad to
see that Antelope abandoned its original idea
to have all plug-ins free for the platform, and I
feel like this might be what is holding them
back from dominating the market against
their main competitor. However, we can

understand the company's wish to keep the
cost of the hardware lower by not heaping
software development costs on top.
But how do we use these plug-ins in our
DAW? Well, we can set up the AFX racks to be
fed by the digital I/O as hardware inserts in your
DAW, saving your settings in the Antelope
Control Software. Other Synergy Core systems
offer DAW-based control via the additional
afx2daw plug-in, however this is not an option
with the Galaxy 32 (or 64), and we have no ETA
for its implementation. This is, admittedly,
disappointing; though, even without this
functionality, there is still a lot of potential here.
Even at over €5000, the Galaxy’s channel
count and processing places it as a very
attractive option for a number of studio
applications and offers vastly more channels
than similarly priced units from other
manufacturers. Despite Antelope’s choices in
marketing, the sound, build quality and
customer service that I have received from
Antelope over the past few years have all been
excellent and definitely deserve investigating if
you are in the market for a new converter.

VERDICT
PROS

Massive amount of connectivity
— including Dante; sounds great; good
range of included plug-ins; superb
low-latency performance

CONS

Currently no option to operate effects
from with a DAW via afx2daw software

www.antelopeaudio.com
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API Audio SR22 and SR24

API introduce new units that — crikey! — don’t all rely on its traditional circuitry designs.
GEORGE SHILLING takes a leap into the unknown.
SR24 EQ

This is a very straightforward dual
sweep EQ with +/-12dB of boost or cut
on four EQ bands. These cover most
eventualities with some overlap between
the four bands, covering audio
frequencies thus: 20Hz-200Hz, 100Hz1kHz, 500Hz-5kHz and 2kHz-20kHz. All
bands are Peak/Dip type (no shelving),
and no filters are provided, nor any level
trims. The APSI 562 which it is based on
was a popular design from the late
1970s which was marketed and
distributed by API for a short period into
the early 1980s.

F

or many decades, API have been pedalling desks and
modules based on Saul Walker’s 2520 op amp design
from 1969. This lent API its reputation for magically
clean, yet musical, sonics — and I have long been a fan.
It is, therefore, something of a surprise to learn that its new
‘Select’ range departs from this tradition, though I do recall
that something similar was attempted previously with API’s
‘Arsenal’ range from about 13 years ago. While the Select
range also features two valve-based units, here we have two
lower-priced solid state units: the SR22 stereo/dual
compressor and SR24 dual equalizer.

U Got The Look

These both have something of the look of early 2000s TL
Audio desks and units, with blue 2U front panels and round
meters on the SR22, which illuminate with a yellow glow. The
rear of both units usefully includes both XLR and TRS jack
connections for inputs and outputs. Jacks have priority for
inputs, but you can handily derive output from both sets of
connections. These are dual voltage (115V/230V) with a
selector switch, a rear fuse holder and IEC mains inlet.

SR22 Compressor

The SR22 is a stereo/dual-mono compressor, replicating a
circuit from ATI Paragon mixing consoles of the late 1980s.
The controls are sensibly laid out side-by-side for the two
channels, with a central pair of custom VU meters, which can
individually switch to show Output or Gain Reduction
(pleasingly making use of the full width of the meter).
Pushing the (unlabelled) front panel power button makes
these light up. Three big API-style pointer knobs control
Threshold, Ratio and Gain; these feel a little lightweight and
plasticky but they operate smoothly, and their ranges are
well chosen. Ratio is a nicely progressive continuous control
from 1:1 (off) to 10:1, and there’s 0 to 20dB of Gain available
on the outputs. Buttons on each channel for ‘Thrust”, Soft
Knee, Meter (GR) and In/Bypass illuminate when pressed.
Though, as most studio racks present gear below eye level, it
seems a poor choice to label all the controls with panel
legends below them rather than above.
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Curvy
There is an automatic timing circuit
rather than Attack or Release controls,
while a central Link button ties
everything together — except In and
Meter buttons — for easy to use stereo
compression. When activated, Stereo
settings are governed by the left
channel controls, after which the control
circuits are summed.

Thrusting

On plugging this across the mix buss,
setting it to about a 2:1 ratio and linking
the channels, it instantly sounded great
with a few dBs of compression.
Punching in the Soft Knee made things
even more pleasing, as the gentler
threshold takes away any pumping and
lends a further layer of invisibility while
still keeping things under control. The
Thrust button is a low frequency filter
on the side-chain, which helps further in
that it allows a solid bass end to ‘ground’
the mix without overly affecting the
compressor.
The auto timing works beautifully on
most types of program, individual
instruments and vocals. In terms of
character, it’s a bit livelier than an LA-2A,
with even a hint of Fairchild about the
results. It even gelled my drums
subgroup with some nice squidge in
Hard Knee mode, while the Thrust
feature helped the kick drum remain
solid. Some items of gear have an
indefinable magical quality, and this is
one. It’s warm, smooth, powerful, and
made things sound better with minimal
fiddling - and a credit to the engineers
at API who developed it.

The central Power button turns the unit
and red power light on. The two channels’
In/Bypass buttons are located near
enough to the middle for one-handed
operation of both, and these glow to
indicate ‘In’. While not as exquisite as
some EQs, the high band sounds sweet
when adding sparkle across a mix around
12kHz. It’s not impossible to make things
sound harsh with too much upper-mid
boost; some care is required but, of
course, you can go the other way and
carve out nasty stuff easily enough. The
curves are pretty broad, and you can add
a nice low-end warmth while pulling out a
touch of low mid for a bit of a loudness
curve. There’s good headroom and the
large knobs make small adjustments of
frequency or boost easy.

No Nonsense

I loved both of these devices with their
no-nonsense operation and superb
sonics. These are fabulous studio tools
for the money, but the SR22
Compressor is the real gem here, with a
magical character that enhances audio
beautifully.

VERDICT
PROS

Clean, musical and great
sounding processors, great
value, simple to operate

CONS

Plasticky knobs, labelling would
be better above the controls

www.apiaudio.com
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dSONIQ Realphones V1.7
JOHN MOORE looks at a headphone correction, room and speaker emulation system for
reference monitoring or optimising headphone audio on your computer

R

ealphones comes in two core flavours, a System-wide
application that can operate on all audio coming from
your Mac or Windows machine, or as a DAW plug-in for
instantiation on the Master bus when mixing with
headphones. Upon opening either version, Realphones offers
two modes: Easy and Advanced. The former is a newer
addition, with more ‘pick-preset-and-go’ simplicity based
around a drop-down list of setups. There are 10, focused on
listening tasks from mix monitoring to pleasure listening. Each
Preset has a further three options within it; for example, ‘studio’
options will offer Far, Mid- and Near-field monitoring choices.
Interesting presets here include ‘Affordable Monitoring’, which
offers up 5”, 7” and 8” generically styled ‘Japanese’ monitors;
while ‘Stereo Field’ offers a couple of single-speaker options
(including a ‘Cube’) and ‘Generic Headphones’ as its choices.
All selections can be tweaked in a few basic ways:
headphone correction and room emulation elements can be
bypassed, or the amount applied adjusted; there’s a brightness
control, and options to monitor Mid, Side or Low-frequency
elements, and a tilt-EQ can be applied by adjusting the
Brightness parameter. Favoured settings can be saved as
‘Snapshots’ that can be named. These populate a left hand
menu for easy recall and can be saved as banks. This is a
functionality that becomes even handier when we turn off
Easy mode.

Into the details

Things definitely get more complicated when you make the
switch. Preset options still persist, thanks to a selector at the
top-right of the window and a set of Predefined-but-editable
Snapshots to the left (named per their operation), but there
are extra settings that come into the mix. Added to the
Correction amount are options for Presence and Pressure,
which appear to tweak the mid-highs and lows respectively
— the former to deal with resonances, and the latter to
ostensibly to deal with the fit and wear of your headphones'
pads and their seal on your ears. Room simulation can be
tuned too — though there is only one ’room’ at the moment, it
has three monitoring options, and an Ambience slider. Speaker
simulation offers access to the full list of speaker choices that
made up the Easy Presets, along with Amount, Density and
Warmth parameters — with choices positioned in the place

dictated by the current option selected
in the Room simulation parameter.
The Binaural room emulation can be
affected by the Angle setting of the
speakers, which affects stereo width, and
the rather opaque HTRF setting. This
acronym refers to the Head-related
Transfer Function, the very specific way
our head sizes, features, and ears change
the sound we hear from speakers in
stereo or beyond. Systems like Genelec’s
AuralID (Resolution V19.4) map the head
and inner-ear to help compensate for this
in headphone use, while Waves’ NX asks
you to simply take some rudimentary
head measurements to help stereo
imaging; but here users are asked to
simply adjust a slider and pay attention
to the “natural timbral and spatial feeling
of middle and high frequencies”,
essentially leaving the decision to taste
— true of all the settings.

What’s the point?

I have been using room simulations for
a few years now; my go-to being
Waves’ NX system. That system very
much concerns itself with simulating
great acoustic spaces, only offering a
few headphone correction choices (I
use a set from its list). I’ve not had
experience with Sonarworks’ SoundID
system, which leans in the direction of
utility, correcting headphone and
speaker response using the same
methodology of ‘sampling’ hardware
and tailoring corrective EQ as
Realphones does.
It would seem that Realphones has
attempted to position itself in the middle
of those two, by offering elements of
control over all sides of the equation —
and it succeeds in that. This makes it a
close competitor of Acustica’s Sienna
Rooms, another system I have used
from time to time, which blends a
similarly long list of compatible
headphones with multiple rooms and
speaker options that come as packs.
So, do these systems help? Well, I’ve
certainly become quite used to using
them, so I’ve adapted to making this
sub-optimal workflow work for me.
Waves’ system is simple, while
Realphones offers many more options
for shaping the ‘effect’; for some, this
will be good — for others, not so. Used
judiciously, these extra parameters can

tailor the emulations, but they can also
be used to add in the kind of hype and
colouration of the sound that — at least
in a reference monitoring scenario —
we’re looking to eliminate with this
software. A lot of the decisions about
how much you shape the emulations
— especially with parameters like
Presence, Pressure and HTRF — are
ultimately going to come down to taste
and your ear, ironically. This is key to the
usefulness of the Easy mode because,
while all those options are nice to have,
many users may find it better to just
pick a preset and get used to it — just
like we have to do with rooms most of
the time.
The extra speaker choices and
listening focus settings are definitely a
boon, especially when additional
monitoring options are not available.
Making a quick transition to a lo-fi
speaker or just a different set of
monitors often throws up matters that
need to be addressed or ideas, and is
something lost when working on
headphones. Again, though, it’s easy to
become blinded by options — so
keeping a few go-to Snapshots is
definitely best rather than flicking
through options endlessly.
Realphones, and systems like it, do
make mixing and working on
headphones a more versatile and safer
option, but none of them is a magical fix.
Like all monitoring systems, the time
taken to set this up and learn its foibles
is where real gains can be made in terms
of the quality of your results.
Realphones does give you lots of the
tools you need to get things right for
you, though, in a neat and very
affordable package.

VERDICT
PROS

CONS

Comprehensive list of
headphone models ‘corrected’;
room and speaker emulation;
lots of editable options; quick
recall of setting snapshots; Easy
mode
Only one room option; no option
to enter head measurements or
file for HTRF

www.dsoniq.com
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Resolution Awards 2021
– a guide to the nominees
2021 has continued to see the development of new and innovative products in
the world of Pro Audio, which we are pleased to recognise in our 2021 Awards nominations.
Here’s our guide to the nominees and the voting process.

T

his year’s Resolution Awards selections include AoIP equipment,
digital and analogue processing, artisanal custom-builds, and
reinvigorated DAW and plug-in software. They run the whole
gamut of audio technology, and the selections in each of the —
slightly rejigged — categories come from the recommendations of our
writing team, trusted colleagues and peers. Now we'd like you to vote for
your favourites to decide the winners.
Since the 2019 Awards, we have opened the voting process to our
digital community — audio pros who receive our email newsletter, issuu.
com readers and our wider Facebook and social media audience.
Voting is via a special portal on our website. Simply visit
www.resolutionmag.com/awards-2021-vote, enter an email address,
make your choices on the voting form, and click ‘Submit’.
Voting for our 12th annual Resolution Awards will close at the end of
November, and the winners will be announced in a special digital Winners
Supplement, and Resolution's print and digital editions.
We maintain fairness by only allowing one vote per IP address (the
numerical label assigned to a device or local network connected to the
internet).
So, here’s our guide to the categories and the nominations in each.

Analogue Outboard

A notable element of the new Select
range (see the review of the SR22 and
SR24 in this issue), the API Select T25
is a classic two-channel tube
compressor that has caught many an
eye as part of the company's new
outboard line. Though not a name as
associated with vacuum tubes as some out there, API
have nevertheless produced a bit of a winner in the shape of a 2U,
blue rackmount unit. Little
Labs' LL2A is a diminutive,
seemingly simple
compressor/limiter with a
lot of interesting electronics
going on within its half-racksized enclosure, and a new
way of doing things. Rather than light-sensitive resistors
(optical), valves or any of the other compression methods
we’re used to seeing, it uses a signal processor dubbed the
‘four‑quadrant analogue multiplier’.
The Audio Digital Technology Olympic 500 EQ,
reviewed in Resolution V21.4, is an impressive attempt to
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capture the magic of the Olympic Studios Helios desks of
yore — recreating the circuitry of the units used in Studio
One there — that really impressed George Shilling when
he tested it for us. On the distinctly more modern side, is
the Solid State Logic UV EQ unit. This pulls out the
popular, ear-catching, Ultraviolet circuitry of the larger
Fusion signal processor into a compact 500 series
format as part of a new range of such modules the
company launched during 2021.

DAW/Software Suite

Of the four nominees in this
category, two of the titles are well
known and two are newcomers to
the market. Both Pro Tools 2021.6
(Resolution 21.5) and Nuendo 11
added a significant raft of features
to their well-known, well established
DAW platforms. The former made
significant steps forwards with the addition of the Hybrid Engine in this
summer’s update, while Nuendo 11
added in-the-box Atmos support
and ADM authoring, spectral editing
as well as enhanced Intelligibility and
Loudness monitoring features to its
extensive skill-set.
In terms of the new faces, UAD's
Luna stepped into the ring to
compete with the established DAWs
by taking an analogue-inspired
approach to in-the-box recording,
leveraging its creator’s expertise in
analogue modelling and hardwaresupported processing. L'Acoustics’
L-ISA Studio is something very different from all of the above, though: a
software suite dedicated to emulating
immersive audio environments for
headphone mixing, bringing the power of
the L-ISA processing to desktop and laptop
computers, alongside a binaural engine that
offers potential for creators of immersive
experiences to work on projects anywhere,
at and anytime, on headphones.

Interface (A-D/D-A)

The Antelope Galaxy 32
Synergy Core (reviewed in
this issue) further develops
the company's bespoke FGPA chipset ecosystem and makes a powerful
platform for its low-latency plug-in range with Dante, HDX and
Thunderbolt connectivity. Released prior to the 2021.6 update of the
DAW — but probably with it
in mind — the Avid Pro
Tools | Carbon pairs
wonderfully with the
changes to the Pro Tools with the Hybrid Engine for those looking to
move towards HDX in high-end project, and small professional, studio
settings. The Focusrite
Red8Line is a powerhouse
58-In, 64-Out Thunderbolt
interface with a wide
gamut of connectivity options (analogue line-level, DigiLink, Dante, ADAT
& S/PDIF) along with two Red
Evolution mic pres, while the Prism
Sound Dream ADA-128 represents
five years of research from the
company, and operates as a
modular, expandable, high-performance A/D that can accommodate up
to 128 channels.

Microphone

With its highly directional supercardioid pattern,
the DPA 4097 CORE Micro Shotgun
(Resolution V19.4) proved to
be a rugged performer in
our test, capable of
handling high-SPLs and
great for discreet placements — in fact, we
described it as “mindblowingly miniscule”.
We also loved the JZ BB29 Signature
(Resolution V21.4), not only for its eye-catching
design and looks, but also for its excellent
handling of vocals and acoustic instruments.
Another eye-catching piece of very left-field
design and thinking, the Scope Labs Periscope
(Resolution V21.2) impressed with
its looks and
unique,
unusual sonic
palette
— which made it an idea
effect mic, or great when you
need a bit of crunch. By contrast, the
beautiful, classic design of the Telefunken
TF11 FET scratches a retro itch by melding a
CK12-style capsule design with modern circuitry,
build quality and style.

Mixer/Controller (Analogue or Digital)

As an enhancement to its console
packages, the Calrec Brio Medley — built
around the Brio 36 Compact console, with
96-Input channel upgrade and a Dante or
MADI expansion card and a Br.IO I/O
— forms a powerful integrated system for
broadcast
that’s ready
to go right out of the box. Launched at the
end of 2020, Lawo's MC236 48-fader
delivers extra faders and control options to
the firm's compact desk, along with in-built
A-UHD Core processing. Built around the

21.5” full HD touchscreens that integrate with touch-sensitive colourilluminated rotary encoders, it offers 256 DSP channels and up to 896
channels of I/O.
The Rupert Neve
Designs 5057 Orbit
offers an ultra-stripped
back, quality summing option for DAW-based studios looking to add
analogue flavour to tracks or final
mixes, while the Solid State Logic UF-8
(Resolution V21.3) provides a modular,
expandable controller option for a
similar audience of DAW users. What’s
notable, though, is that it does it
marrying the kind of functionality you
expect from SSL to that company’s eye
for build quality tactile control.

Monitoring

As the bigger option in an updated Alpha range,
the two-way, bi-amped Focal Alpha 65 EVO active
nearfield monitors serve to bring the French
company’s notable sonic panache — which we
have rewarded with Resolution Awards
nominations in the past — to a very competitive
price point. The
Genelec GLM4.1
software (we
looked at GLM4 in Resolution V19.6)
completely overhauls its extremely
user-friendly room optimisation system
with a brand new, completely rewritten
room analysis engine and a whole host of
new functionality and accessibility
options. The Grace Designs m908
(Resolution V19.6) proved to
be an extremely capable,
super-flexible monitor
controller in our tests, that we
were confident could handle
virtually anything a modern
studio could throw at it. In the
same spirit, the Trinnov
D-Mon has now matured into
an even more attractive option for controlling and
perfecting the sound of your room thanks not only to
its powerful rackmount unit and its processing
and the eye-catching measurement
microphone, but also thanks to the
addition of the smart, stylish La Remote
(Resolution V21.3) and a desktop control
solution that blends simplicity and power.

Plug-ins

As a perfect plug-in representation of a very powerful piece of outboard
Mastering EQ hardware, we couldn't really have been more impressed by
the Bettermaker EQ232D than
we were in Resolution V21.2’s
review of the software by

George Shilling. Also in that issue, we
looked at Leapwing’s Al Schmitt
Signature plug-in, which not only proved
the old joke about Al wrong (it goes: ‘if
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Al Schmitt ever made a plug-in, it would be one button that if you clicked
it would turn off all the other plug-ins’), but managed to perfectly capture
his impeccable taste and light
touch in the control room while
still delivering a good range
sounds and options.
SynchroArts' VocAlign Ultra
(Resolution V21.3) is a
wonderful no-frills tool for
aligning audio and performing
basic pitch correction that represents a real time-saver for those that
will need it, while UAD's API
Vision Console Emulation
(Resolution V21.4) for Luna
fundamentally re-jigs the
software into an end-to-end API
emulation providing a unique
change of character for the
DAW in a way we've not really
seen before.

Preamp

As a perfect partner to the 8424 desk, or a great addition to almost any
rig, the AMS Neve 1073OPX
(Resolution V19.4) melds
eight-channels of the
company’s muchappreciated 1073 preamp
circuitry with a flexible,
network controllable,
rackmount enclosure,
while the API Select
T12 brings another
unexpected 2-channel,
all-tube, Class-A mic pre to a 2U rack as part of its new line — leveraging
its AP2516 transformer in the input stage and a custom API transformer
on the output stage.
The Cranborne Audio
Camden EC1 interface
offers a diminutive 1/2
rack option for
musicians and podcasters who need a compact portable option, while
still delivering excellent quality pre-amp circuitry in multiple flavours,
headphone monitoring and access to the company's C.A.S.T. audio
distribution system. Finally,
the RME 12Mic (Resolution
21.4) is a network
controllable, reliable,
great-sounding workhorse
set of mic pres that with
MADI and AVB connections that greatly impressed during our tests.

Processing & Ancilliary

While, at its heart, the Flock Audio
Patch system is a software-controlled
patchbay, the range of integration and
routing options it provides and the
simplicity of its operation via the Patch
App software can be a revelatory way
to integrate analogue outboard for the uninitiated. The LT we reviewed
(Resolution V21.5) has 16 ins and 16 outs, and greatly impressed, though
larger options with much expanded I/O are also available.
The Lawo A_UHD CORE
represents a new heart for
the company's MC2 mixers,
with up 1,024 channels of flexible
DSP processing that
can be shared between consoles, as well as
extensive IP Audio capabilities. Also from the
same company, is a very different proposition
in the form of Lawo Home, a system that
provides a highly flexible, cloud-based portal
for management and connection of IP-based
media infrastructure. Finally, the Studio Technologies Model 5422A
Dante Intercom
Audio Engine builds
on and expands the
5422's reputation for providing IP-based Intercom facilities and
broadcast-related mixing.

Recorder

Ideal as a rugged full stereo recorder to be employed when a
wireless system cannot be used, or as a
great compact backup to keep in the kit
bag, the Lectrosonics SPDR a great
lightweight, dual-channel recorder. In a
similar vein, Tascam DR-10L is also a
compact discreet recorder — but this
time twinned with a lavalier mic and
ideal for videographers, content creators or reporters
to use out in the field. On a distinctly more musical
bent, iZotope's Spire Studio is a wireless, portable, musician-friendly
recording system that twins an internal mic with
additional connectivity options, along with app-driven
effects and AI cloud processing to create a powerful,
portable musical notepad for
ideas and collaboration. As a
great addition to the evergrowing toolkit aimed at the burgeoning podcast
market, the Zoom PodTrack P8 delivers an
easy-to-use, portable and powerful option for
podcasters with six mic inputs and a multitude of
other connection options.
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MASTERING... SOLVED.
Michael Romanowski, Coast Mastering
(Alicia Keys, Too $hort, America...)

· BDA4M 4 CH DAC with switchable BX5s
· BAD4M 4 CH ADC with switchable BX1s
· B16-BMB3 Dante

“It gives me flexibility...and clarity that I
need in my work.”

Bill Skibbe, Third Man Mastering
(Jack White, The Black Keys, The Kills...)
· BDA8 8 CH DAC with BOPA14s
· 2 BAD8 16 CH ADC with BX1s
· B80-BMB1 Digilink

"We did a shootout between 6 different
manufacturers and the BURL was the
clear leader...Great bass and perfect
top end."

GET IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME.
BURLAUDIO.COM/MASTERING

MADE IN THE USA

The
Interview

I strived to make their lives
so easy they couldn’t envision
not having me around...

Mike
Larson
As Pharrell William’s full-time producer/engineer,
Mike Larson will oversee the creation of the
rapper’s new super-studio. DANNY TURNER
learns how he intends to implement the latest
spatial audio technology.

A

fter interning for Salaam Remi,
producer/engineer Mike Larson found
a home at Miami’s South Beach
Studios where he began assisting
daily for The Neptunes and on sessions for
N.E.R.D.’s third album, Seeing Sounds. Now
firmly established thanks to working full-time
for rapper/singer-songwriter Pharrell Williams,
Larson has worked with a catalogue of highprofile artists including Ariana Grande, Beck, Lil
Uzi Vert, Snoop Dogg, Miley Cyrus, Mary J.
Blige and Hans Zimmer.
Larson’s latest project is to oversee the
aesthetic and technical design of Pharrell’s soon
to be built Goodtime Sound studio, based
within the grounds of the recently opened
Goodtime Hotel in Miami Beach. The studio will
incorporate the latest in recording and AV
technology, including Sony’s 360RA spatial
audio technology — a rival to Dolby Atmos —
and Larson is excited by the game-changing
potential that 3D audio will offer artists
creatively.

doubling would widen a stereo mix. With
Spotify, where you can literally look up any
album you want, I’ve been going back and
re-listening to the music I loved as a kid. It’s
mind blowing what they were able to pull off
before the assistance of computers and digital
editing software. Stick a microphone in front of
a great singer and you can capture something
incredible, but now with everything so
produced and polished it’s not quite the same.

Were you always analytical when it came to
discovering how a piece of music was
created?
Not at first. That happened around the time I
started putting my own beats together when I
was still in high school. I‘d go listen to a song
produced by someone like Dr. Dre and notice
things in terms of panning and how vocal

While employed as an assistant at South
Beach Studios, how long was it before you
began working with the likes of N.E.R.D. and
Pharrell Williams?
I was getting session experience almost
immediately! In addition to my first internship
with Salaam Remi, I had four to five years of
recording experience in my little basement

Flock HP 1021.indd 1

It’s mind blowing what they were able to pull
off before the assistance of computers and
digital editing software. Stick a microphone
in front of a great singer and you can capture
something incredible
setup, so I knew the basics of how to sit at a
computer, run the software and hit record.
Later on, I learned all the other elements of true
engineering at Remi’s and South Beach Studios.
I had some incredible mentors as a young
engineer including Frank Socorro with Salaam
and Drew Coleman [longtime engineer for The
Neptunes] before I assumed the hot seat. At
SBS, I learned how it was all about the team
and wasn’t officially part of the N.E.R.D.
sessions at first, but Drew and assistant
engineer Hart Gunther were gracious enough
to allow me to help out and be in the room. My
only real responsibility was to assist the
assistant, but I’d be there trying to soak up
every bit of knowledge I could, from the way
the keyboards and MIDI gear was set up to
running a Pro Tools session and how their
whole system was designed to operate.

20/10/2021 09:19
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/ Mike progressed from assisting the assistant on N.E.R.D. session to one of the core team behind Pharrell Williams' success

How had things changed by the time N.E.R.D’s
third album, Seeing Sounds, was released?
That album came out in June of 2008 and we’d
worked on it for most of the previous year at
SBS. At this point, Pharrell was living in Miami
and working at our studio for at least 180 days
out of the year, so I naturally developed a close
relationship with his whole team, especially
Drew Coleman. The cool thing about N.E.R.D.
albums is that things tend to be a lot more
involved than just the recording of beats and

vocals. We’d incorporate lots of live instruments
like guitars and drums and there were some
cool sampling things happening — it was
basically an excuse to break out all the toys in a
session, whether that was whacky keyboards or
various unconventional setups. I remember
Pharrell fell in love with hitting buckets as a
percussion element, so we had what we’d called
the ’bucket kit’, which was literally a few
different sized trash cans, paint and champagne
buckets and a whole bunch of drum sticks. We

/ While he maintains a home setup, Mike generally works out of commercial studios
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would set up a regular drum throne with all
these different buckets and odd items in a
semi-circle and he’d find a few he liked and
played them like a drum kit. It definitely added a
unique texture to the productions of that era.
By the time I got to lead engineer my first
session a few years later I knew exactly how to
do everything because I’d made it my quest to
learn every piece of the process along the way.
How did your association with Pharrell evolve
from there?
I was initially hired to be a tour assistant for
N.E.R.D.’s Seeing Sounds tour. Shout out to
Mick Moreno [Pharrell’s then assistant] who
landed me the job. Mick started as an intern for
Star Trak in the early 2000s and is [N.E.R.D.
member] Chad Hugo’s cousin so, to me, Mick
was the ultimate ally. The job description said it
would be a 30-day tour and then I’d return to
my job at the studio. The tour bus had its own
studio for when we needed to occasionally
track beats or vocals, which was my
responsibility to manage, but that 30-day tour
turned into about two years straight of touring.
It never seemed to end, and by then I’d pretty
much become a fixture in the crew because I’d
strived to make their lives so easy they couldn’t
envision not having me around.
Would you say that terminologies like
‘producer’ or ‘engineer’ were redundant due
to the overlap in roles that you were expected
to perform?
Kind of, but one of the main things that allowed

/ Interview

me to have all of that technical responsibility is
the fact that Pharrell’s not really a technical
person. I’m sure he’d be able to pick certain
gear out of a line up, but he couldn’t tell you the
model name or the difference between two
pieces because he’s all about the feeling of the
music. He plays everything by ear and can
absolutely tell you if a note was flat or sharp,
but not necessarily what key you’re in, so all of
that technical know-how would fall squarely on
the engineer. When it comes to a lot of the
arrangement work and effects, if I feel a sound
needs a little delay or we need to mute the
snare at a certain moment to see how it feels in
a mix I’ll just go ahead and do it. Nine times out
of ten Pharrell will like it, so I‘m allowed the
freedom to make a lot of the creative choices in
a session and a lot of that skill comes from
having a producer mindset.
What artists have particularly inspired you
with their creative approach to songwriting?
Two-thirds or more of our sessions are a
vocalist singing or rapping over an
electronically produced track. It’s what we do
six days out of the week, but there are random
projects that we work on that I get really
excited about because they’re a bit of a break
from the norm. Certain things that Pharrell
worked on with Hans Zimmer and his team for
film projects have been really fun. It’s amazing
to see how another producer at the top of his
world operates when writing a piece of music,
especially when you know it’s going to be
performed by a 70-piece orchestra at Fox
Newman scoring stage in LA.
Do you have your own studio setup?
I’ve always had a workspace at home, but it’s
just a desk with my computer and a Universal
Audio satellite, enough to edit and mix at home.
Traditionally, we would always go to the
commercial studios in whatever city. From
around 2015-2019 we worked out of Conway
Studios and Chalice Studios in Hollywood. In
Miami it was always South Beach Studios until it
unfortunately closed in 2015. These days, due to
the pandemic we had to set up a workspace at
Pharrell's house here in Miami and didn’t have
too many artists coming by except for some
close associates — like Pusha T for his new
project and Rosalia. But Pharrell recently helped
develop a new hotel here in South Beach called
The Goodtime Hotel and one his partner perks
is that he’s able to build a world-class recording
studio in a section of the hotel’s first floor retail
space. It’ll be called Goodtime Sound and
should be opening about a year from now. The
hotel itself opened this past April and has been
doing very well.
This presumably gives you the advantage of
having artists stay at the hotel while
recording with you?
I’m sure that contributed to the thinking of all
the business folks involved. Traditionally, studios
are not known as great revenue generators, but
what they do bring is intrinsic artistic value. On

any given day you might see a Jay Z coming
through, which only adds to the mystique of the
property. We’re definitely breaking new ground
as far as recording studios go and think we’ll be
very successful once the doors are open.
What ideas do you have for kitting out
Goodtime Sound?
A lot of the work up to this point has been
about the design phase and we’re just getting
into what I would call the fun part, which is
picking out consoles and all the equipment. Of
course we’re going to have some choice
outboard gear — especially as our clientele is

likely to use a lot of that stuff for tracking and
mixing sessions. We especially want to have
some excellent vocal chains with tried and
true preamps, EQs and compressors. Basically
I’ve tried to consider what our biggest session
will typically be and have enough gear to
cover 16-32 channels of simultaneous analogue
input. For tracking sessions nowadays there
might be a little bit of to-tape compression on
a vocal chain for instance, but I think most
engineers are fully ‘in-the-box’ and using
plugins, so having the full suite from all the
top software manufacturers is basically a
prerequisite.

EQ232D
Bettermaker EQ232D
is a faithful plugin recreation
of one of the most respected
analog mastering EQs of the
new millennium

The Bettermaker EQ232D is the Pultec of the 21st Century.
Matt Schaeffer - Recording Engineer (Kendrick Lamar, Bakar, A$AP Rocky)
I can use my Bettermaker on a plane, I can use it on a train, I will use it on a bus, I will
use it everywhere man oh man.
- Jimmy Douglass (Aaliyah, Missy Elliott, Ginuwine, Jay-Z.)
The analog version of the Bettermaker EQ has been my final top-end and bottom-end
for final touches on almost every single mix for the past five years. The plugin version
is a winner! Sounds, looks and feels fantastic.
- Luca Pretolesi - Producer/Mixing/Mastering Engineer (Diplo/Major Lazer, Snoop Lion,
Steve Aoki)
The Bettermaker certainly lives up to its name, it's a wonderful sounding EQ that's
simple enough to get results quickly, but with enough features to address any problem
areas in your audio. The P EQ section allows for great tone-shaping, while EQ 1/2 and
the HPF let you address the fine details. A great addition to anyone's EQ arsenal.
- Paul "Willie Green" Womack (The Roots, Wiz Khalifa, ScHoolboy Q)

AVAILABLE ONLY ON
PLUGIN-ALLIANCE.COM
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Hans was using a technology called Dolby
Headphone:X on a film he’d worked on called
Rush. Basically, an algorithm would take your
surround mix of the film and decode it down to
a stereo mix that would perfectly translate to
headphones. At the behest of Hans, Dolby
reached out to us and we visited their
headquarters in LA where they had a
Headphone:X sound stage comprising of 50
speakers in a gigantic room. We did a mix of
Blurred Lines by Robin Thicke on that software
and the results were surprising, although maybe
not quite practical at the time.

/ At work in the Dolby Headphone X sound stage

Are there any specific manufacturers you
intend to turn towards?
Like most studios these days we’ll have the
complete Universal Audio bundle because it’s
become such a standard for engineers and
producers, so some of their legendary
hardware 1176s and LA-2As will no doubt be
prominently displayed. I was lucky enough to
visit their headquarters in Santa Cruz, California
to see their operation, and referring to that
experience as ‘sampling the gear’ doesn’t really

/ Mike and the Neve 88RS at Fox's Newman Scoring Stage
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do it justice. They have all the original gear that
was modeled for the plugins, including the
exact compressor they passed signals through
and analysed with painstaking effort. Some of
those pieces are pretty rare now.
I’ve read that you have an interest in adopting
immersive audio within a studio environment?
Absolutely. My first introduction to immersive
audio was around 2014 due to our close
collaboration with Hans Zimmer. At the time,

You’re also a proponent of Sony’s latest
360RA technology?
In 2019, Pharrell organised and headlined a
music festival at Virginia Beach called
Something in the Water. There were a lot of
corporate participants, but Sony Corp had a
huge installation there and one of the things
they did was build a 100 foot dome to display
their new 360RA technology, synced up with
projection images inside the dome as you
listened back to the 360 mixes. Prior to the
festival, they’d reached out to our team and
asked whether Pharrell would be interested in
remixing some of his music in this format to
play in the dome. I jumped at the chance, partly
due to my past experience with the Dolby
formats, and ended up mixing four songs for
the installation. It was a really cool experience
hearing 360RA for the first time with all the
sounds enveloping you from above, behind and
all around. In the end I became a beta tester for
the platform, offering suggestions that would
end up getting implemented into the software
to make it more user-friendly. At first it was
standalone software, but they’ve since made a
plugin version that you can run in Pro Tools.
How does 360RA compare to, say, Dolby
Atmos?
My first exposure to Atmos was in 2017 when I
was doing some experimental mixing using
stems from Pharrell’s music with Dolby CTO
Nate Kunkel. I met Nate through working with
Hans Zimmer and he was instrumental in
showing me the potential of the platform.
Basically, the end goal is the same, creating a
dimension in space within a mix, but we’ve
probably yet to see the real potential of this
immersive sound technology. What’s
happening now is that most artists are taking
existing records that were mixed and produced
in stereo and remixing them in these various
immersive 360 environments, but what nobody
has really done yet, at least on a major scale, is
see an artist truly create using an immersive
perspective from the get-go. If you know your
end result is to be mixed in that format, you can
make creative choices in your stereo production
workflow that you wouldn’t have otherwise
considered, so I’m excited to see where it goes
and if it truly catches on. The folks at Sony have
been great with us and we’re definitely planning
to have both 360RA and Atmos rooms
available at Goodtime Sound.

/ Interview

Do you envision the use of 360RA within a
mix being used subtly or as a truly redefining
audio experience?
One of my favourite albums is The Beatles’
Sergeant Pepper, which, as we all know, was
originally done in mono and later remixed in the
stereo format. One of my engineering heroes
Geoff Emerick wrote extensively about the
challenge of trying to remix that album in
stereo, and the advancement in that short
amount of time is where we’re at now in terms
of moving from stereo to immersive as the
standard format. When people start creating
from that standpoint is when it’ll start to
become mindblowing.
When do you think 360RA and Atmos mixes
will be commonplace in the music industry?
A lot of studios are now building Atmos rooms
and immersive setups and top engineers are
noticing that this could be a lucrative path and
new frontier to offer to clients. There’s no real
mastering process for immersive mixes yet so
they tend to be quieter than stereo mixes, but
those downfalls will get ironed out over time.
Justin Bieber’s last album had an Atmos version
mixed by my friend Josh Gudwin and it’s
definitely becoming standard for some of the
larger pop artists on the streaming services. In
the next year or two I wouldn’t be surprised to
see immersive audio albums on iTunes
alongside the stereo versions.

/ The scoring session for Pharrell and Hans Zimmer's Hidden Figures soundtrack

Can you foresee the use of immersive audio
being using to frequency map the brain and
trigger specific emotions?
A few years ago I was introduced to a couple of
graduate students at Stanford and they were
working on something exactly like that —
mapping the brain’s response to tones and
sounds and different types of music as a
therapy/healing practice. We’re living in the

future for sure; it’s like an episode of Black
Mirror or something. Everything’s getting
exponentially faster and smaller, which is
creating new and exciting opportunities for
technology in music too but, at the end of the
day, you’ve still got to be able to write a good
tune. As they say, you can’t polish up shit and
call it gold.
IG: @miguelmilliones • Twitter: @treetown
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Vance Powell
With old-school sensibility and new-school cool, Vance
Powell has forged a rocking reputation as an engineer,
producer and mixer. JOHN MOORE gets the lowdown
on his upgrade plans

A

fter making his name in live sound,
Vance Powell worked his way
sideways into the studio business and
eventually up to the role of chief
engineer at Nashville’s massive nine-studio
Blackbird recording complex. Since those days,
his growing reputation has seen him strike out
alone and settle into the private Sputnik Sound
studio in the city — a facility he shares with
Mitch Dane.
A long-time collaborator of Jack White and
his Third Man Records concern, Powell earned a
Grammy for his work on The Raconteurs’
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Consolers of the Lonely in 2009 and further
nominations for later projects alongside the
ex-White Stripe. He has also earned CMAs and
for his engineering and mix work with country
star Chris Stapleton on Traveller (2015), and has
continued to work with him right up to the
present day. His skills have also seen him work
on projects with Beyonce (Lemonade); the
Blind Boys of Alabama; jam-band giants, Phish
and a host of others.
We caught up with Powell from his Sputnik
Sound control room to talk about his set-up,
and upcoming changes to facilitate a move to

mixing for Apple’s Spatial Audio and Dolby
Atmos. The move comes in light of the growing
interest in the format, and demands from labels,
that Powell believes now make the move a
worthwhile investment.
So, you're looking to expand to Atmos mixing
in the near future, what’s happening with
Sputnik Sound in that sense?
Right now I'm scheduled to do the construction
side of it in late-October-early-November. The
speakers are scheduled to get here first week of
November, so it may be a little tight there and
get pushed a little. I have plenty of things to do
in the meantime.
I'm doing ATCs, I’ve had multiple sets of
ATCs over the years and, obviously, when I was
the chief engineer at Blackbird Studios, at one
point we had the most ATCs of any studio in the
world — or most 300s at least. My room [at
Sputnik Sound] is a little too small for 300s,
although I'd love to have them. So I've opted for
the 110s. And then ATC SCM50 Centre speaker
and then ATC SCM25 for my surrounds. The
over speakers are ATC SCM12i and I'm doing

four Subwoofer Pro subs. They'll spread out in
the room to give the sides and the rear a little
more heft and depth.
I'm going to use the Trinnov for my stereo
room optimisation. Because I still do a
tremendous amount of stereo work. But I'm
working with Dolby really closely, so there will be
the SPQ card in the AVID MTRX that'll be set to
its standards. Part, in fact most, of my work will
still be through the Trinnov, which is been
fantastic for me. The Atmos will be outside of
that, because I just have the four-channel Trinnov.
What difference did the Trinnov ST2 Pro
make when you when you took that on as part
of your kit? What instigated that choice?
First and foremost: I am not a digital guy... like,
I'm not a processing fan, right? I fought it for a
long time. The reality is, I think, if you build the
room right then you shouldn't need a lot of
processing. But I didn't build the room right. We
didn't, to be honest with you, have the money
or the time to do it right in the space. When we
built the studio, we had to get it done — we had
very little time between the time we started and
the time we had to be out of our old building.
There were some acoustic issues; on the left
side of my control room, there's a corner. Now,
I’ve filled it with corner traps, but the Trinnov
was the first thing that showed me 'Okay, here's
what's going on in this corner… and here's how
we fix it'.
The biggest thing is that the Main speakers
that I have now — which are Atomic Reactors,
which I love and, and I'm going to keep them,
they're just not going to be in here — it allows
those speakers and my ProAcs to sound almost
identical at the mix position. That is a major deal
where my main speaker and small speaker
reference sound the same.
There was very little EQ or time adjustment
that the Trinnov did above 200 cycles, to be
honest… but on the left side of my room, there
was a pretty sizeable 100 cycle hole with a 200
cycle bump. So the Trinnov cleared that up.
There's now a very nice centre image.
I run it at 96kHz, and running at the lowest
buffer it's nine milliseconds of processing delay.
To be honest with you, that’s never been
noticeable. I've had tonnes of people in here
cutting tracks in my control room, guitar players,
and nobody ever felt like it was ‘late’. It’s just on
that cusp, but nobody felt weird about it — and
I've had some serious guitar players in here. But
the great thing is, I can always turn it off.
That problematic lefthand side of that room is
pretty much just a wall of outboard gear… I
understand that is somewhat linked to the
choice of desk, right? All your preamps are
external?
Yeah, yeah, they're right here [points]. And up
there. And up there! I've got CAPI, which is built
by Jeff Steiger here in Nashville. I've got API's,
I've got Bill Skibbe Flickingers, I’ve got Chandler,
Burls, AEA Ribbon mic pres, Spectra Sonics.
And then I have eight Neve — four 1073, four
1084s plus RCA BA11s and an old Berlant tube…

I've got a whole bunch of other things that sit
out in the room, a whole rack of Rupert Neve
Designs on top of my piano — mic pres, EQs and
compressor, it's all just patched in all the time.
And that’s all dictated by the fact that the
desk was originally used for broadcast, right?
Yes, it was a film/TV desk. The desk choice was
all about the recall… it was all about being able to
do recalls in analogue and, save all the settings.
The computer in my console works well; it’s an
SSL 6048E, but I've modded it. The 688
summing module has been taken out completely
— well, the buttons are still there… but I took all

that summing circuitry out, and it has an API
summing card in it with transformers and the
whole thing. So it's a little bit of a hybrid desk.
Does that wide range of pres belie the way
that you like to work; you seem to be a ‘put
players in the room and let them play’ kinda
guy?
I'm not a ‘let's record the drums one at a time’
or ‘let's record the drums and then let's record
the bass’ guy. No. That doesn't make any sense
to me. I'm not saying it’s wrong, I'm just saying
it just doesn't make any sense to me.
With Phish, I set them up live with no

Our new generation of active reference
near and mid-ﬁeld monitors and subs take
monitoring to the next level. They deliver a
forensic level of detail that allows you to work
faster, without fatigue and with complete
conﬁdence, knowing that your ﬁnished mix
will translate technically and emotionally
anywhere.
Every cutting-edge element of their new
ground up design has been created for the
highest possible resolution with the lowest
possible colouration, so they are packed with
our cutting-edge innovation. These scalable
solutions can grow with you with the addition
of active subs to create one of PMC’s unique
XBD systems for extended bass and dynamics.
Whether in stereo or the latest immersive
formats these monitors will guarantee the best
possible results.
Hear more – make contact
sales@pmc-speakers.com
www.pmc-speakers.com
@pmcspeakers_pro
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/ Vance Powell in his Sputnik Sound control room, with SSL 6048E ex-broadcast desk

headphones. The only thing we covered up was
the piano, because it's right in front of the drums,
and mic’d it with the lid down. That’s not how I
would normally do that, because it makes it a
little closed off, but the situation demanded that.
Then we made a little cave for Trey
[Anastasio]'s amps, and they had some little
Genelec monitors, and I just set one in front of
Trey on the floor below his vocal mic with guitar
and vocals in it. Then I put one behind
[drummer] John Fishman's head that had a little
bit of drums and the vocal in it, and they just all
played acoustically in the room and we just cut
the record over six days. It was great.
How do you approach dealing with bands like
that, who know their own sound so completely?
Is it a case of trying not to clash, personalitywise, and just letting them get on with it?
You know, Phish do their thing… None of the
songs were new. They'd been playing the songs
for years, so these were all songs that were fan
favourites. The album was destined to be
successful, in the realm of Phish, because the
fans wanted these songs. They had been
hearing them live, and they wanted to have a
studio recording of them. We didn't need to
reinvent the wheel or try to 'produce' anything.
There’s some sweetening here and there
— some cool keyboard parts that Page
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I'm not saying that I have not nudged people
towards things — that's my job as a producer.
Sometimes it's outside their comfort zone,
and you have to nudge people to excel
[McConnell] played, some cool guitar parts
here and there, and then some percussion…
then we cut vocals, then I mix it...
I'm not a clash-with-bands kind of guy. When
it comes down to it, we make records that have
the band's name in big letters. And then my
name is like... down here. Those guys hired this
guy (points at self) for something that they
can't do themselves. So you just understand
your position.
I'm not saying that I have not nudged people
towards things — that's my job as a producer.
Sometimes it's outside their comfort zone, and
you have to nudge people to excel.
The total recording for the record ended up
at almost two Terabytes. So there was a lot of
editing, although nothing major changed
between takes so it was easy to copy and paste
around, like in the old school where we cut tape.
Their tempo was solid, and even when they

moved a little bit... So what? Who cares as long
as the tempo feels right.
So at that point, you’re curating the
performances aren't you?
Exactly. We sent them rough mixes and they’d
suggest where they may have played something
better… Well, okay, now let me go see... and sure
enough, there it is! So then, at that point, it’s a
question of whether the whole band played it
better and can we edit? So then sometimes, it's
like, ‘well, the band didn't really play as well as
you did, so let me see maybe I can fit this in,
maybe, depending on who's playing.
Some people would say that would make
them crazy; but it didn't make me crazy. Even
when we had hundreds and hundreds of
markers in a song. My assistant Mike Fahey is a
massive help as he was the one that curated the
takes and actually made the edits.

/ Craft

/ Vance progressed from live sound to chief engineer at Nashville’s Blackbird
Studios, and then branched out alone

Is your comfort with analogue recording one of the reasons you've
ended up working with Third Man so much over the years? Is that
ethos, something that chimed between you and Jack White?
I landed with Jack at a point of incredible creativity for him. Late-period
White Stripes, The Raconteurs, then post White Stripes — and Dead
Weather, all those records. Part of the reason that I got the gig is that I
knew I knew what I was talking about — or, I was really good at
bullshitting… and I was fast.
‘Jack wants to work on tape’ — well, I started on tape, so okay, that's no
problem. 'Jack wants to work on eight-track' — okay, well, back in 1995 I
had an eight-track. So yeah, I understand that process. I wasn't screaming
at him that ‘we have to have Pro Tools’ or ‘we have to have this’.
He would ask me if we could do things, since I still had some of the old
knowledge, I never said ‘no, we can't do that.’ I would say ‘I can't do it
right away, you're gonna have to give me an hour’.
I love working with him, he's a spectacular human. A lot of people think
he's weird, and all that. He's an artist, you know, and artists do art. He lives
in a world of making art, but he's also an incredibly compassionate, fun,
incredibly funny person to be around. He loves nerdy stuff, you know?
He's always got an eye for that piece of gear that he doesn't have, that
sound that he doesn't have.
What gear has been catching your eye recently? You’ve already
acquired quite a collection…
I want to have tools for people to work with here, So I have a B3. I have a
really nice, old cool piano. I've got a Rhodes. I've got six or seven different
synths. I love pedals. I have this wall of pedals, and a Binson Echorec 2 — a
real one. It's great, but it takes about 40 minutes to sound good, and then
I'm just worried at any second it's gonna blow up because, you know, it's
Italian (laughs)...
I have a storeroom full of fun stuff [he points to shelves in a room just off
the corridor to his control room]: old echo pedals, mics, snare drums, more
snare drums, pedals, pedals, a plate reverb, guitar amps, blah, blah, blah,
blah, blah... I like old, and I like stuff that there isn’t a plugin for. I mean, there
are plugins for some of them, but analogue, you know… it's hard to model
some things. It’s also hard to model things that are broken or not quite
working properly. Everybody models things that work… but have things
that are ‘broken’ that sound super cool, because it's so random.
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Charley Foskett
The musician/producer sits down with JOHN MOORE, to
chat about why after a long and varied career, he’s finally
decided to put out an album of his own music — aptly titled
Late Bloomer

A

fter 50 years in the musical trenches
— as gigging musician, creating ads
and jingles as part of Off-beat Music
in Hammersmith, as a songwriter, as a
producer, and as something akin to an
impresario and general mover-and-shaker
— Charley Foskett has a guitar case full of tales,
which he’s more than happy to share in his
effusive, engaging, self-deprecating style. A
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prime example of this is when a simple question
regarding where he cut his studio teeth quickly
derails thanks to a series of stories that include
(but are not limited to): a frustrating four-week
UK tour for a single that was released late;
exhaustion; Greg Walsh (producer for Tina
Turner, Heaven 17 and many more) showing him
how to use the EQ on a Teac four-track; his brief
stint as the bass player for a nascent Roxy

Music (“In exchange for playing bass, I could
store my kit at Ferry’s house… well, it wasn’t
Ferry’s house it was actually owned by two
models and he was living there”) and ends up
with him talking about his time at Tittenhurst,
working in John Lennon’s old studio with with
Zak Starkey, Ringo and engineer Martin Adam
as part of an heroin awareness charity project
that Foskett claims was stifled by the UK
government.

It’s a mad, mad world…

That music, part of 1986’s The Anti-Heroin
Project LP It’s A Live-in World, was a small
section of a four-sided album of songs by
artists including Paul McCartney (Simple as
That, co-produced by Charley), Elvis Costello
and Dire Straits and represented 20 months of
voluntary work by Foskett from offices at EMI.
However, the record’s title single would
eventually be banned by the BBC at the behest

Everything
recorded is a
performance; so
my job as a
producer is to
capture the magic
of that — and I
think I did for
every damn note
on the whole of
this record…
of British powers-that-be, according to Charley,
effectively killing its chances of success. He
believes the move came after he declined to
become part of the Government’s own antidrugs campaign team.
In the aftermath of that debacle, Foskett
moved away from his projects in the jingle
business and began working as a gigging
producer, taking whatever projects came his
way all across Europe. Along with this, came
the odd bass gig (Dexy’s Midnight Runners
being a notable example), multiple songwriting
collaborations, and work with friends, contacts
and clients at his private home studio in
Dunstable. That studio — a simple one room
set-up, save for a vocal booth, based around
Logic Pro and a tried-and-tested set of NS10s
sitting on top of the desk — is where I sit down
with him for our chat. It is every inch the
comfortable songwriting/advanced project
resolution
2021_2.pdf
1
12.10.2021
set-up, scattered
with
instruments,
manuals 22.46

/ Charley and friend getting to work in his private studio

and old bits of kit (we see you, superceded Mac
G3, bless you).
It’s here that Charley has, after all of his
adventures, finally taken time to make an album
of his own. Called Late Bloomer, it’s an engaging

folk LP that’s delivered in Foskett’s distinctive
Newcastle brogue (aka ‘Geordie’ accent, for our
non-UK readers). That’s ostensibly what we’re
here to talk about, but… y’know, things rarely
travel in straight lines with Charley.
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After spending years telling people ‘you can
do it a bit better’, how hard did you find to
bring your production know-how to your own
work?
After all that time, I've been working for over
four years on my debut — and I'm one of those
people who works the music, the arrangement,
the production, the mix, the whole project, to
the far end of a fart, really. Because I've got to
be happy with it. For decades, it’s been my job
to stretch the living daylights out of other
people. And on Late Bloomer, I've had to stretch
myself.
If it was client work, I'd never cut corners

because they're paying me — or the record
label's paying, whoever — for that. The trick is
knowing the point where I'm the only one who's
going to be able to hear a problem. With clients,
they're listening to the important things: they're
listening to the top line and the lyric and the
groove. All the other stuff is icing.
Why embark on a solo career now?
I was diagnosed with cancer on Christmas Eve
2010, and my business went down the toilet in
early 2011. Clients just disappeared; two or three
European clients, one Italian client… I never
heard from them again. They owed me

thousands, and I didn't give a damn because I
had Cancer and I wanted to keep living. The
whole career, all of that, just became so
insignificant.
By the end of 2011, I was told I was okay... I
wasn't, but I started trying to rebuild the
business and trying to get some of those clients
back. That never happened, because they
considered me gone. Off the planet.
Then I was re-diagnosed in 2014, and it was
worse. That took a year of treatment, surgeries,
chemo, radiation, you name it — the whole
thing. So by the end of that year, I found myself
looking like a stick insect, not really being able
to stand up. I had an epiphany; I hadn't opened
this place for a long time and my wife said, ‘get
your bass out', and so I thought, ‘okay, I'll go
into the studio’.
I came in here and it took time to remember
how things worked again, it was weird. You get
this thing called ‘chemo brain’, which is cancerrelated cognitive impairment, which basically
stops you bringing stuff back from memory.
In songwriting sessions, I was always a slow
writer and really terrible at lyrics, but I’m a good
crap detector and good at starting things off.
So, when I thought ‘I'll write a song’, I just had a
line in my head, which was 'Pull on The Rope.'
I thought, ‘I'm going to do this, I'm not going
to get somebody in to write the lyrics!’
Three weeks later, I finished!
How did the rawness of the folk music style
bash against your inclination to arrange?
I finished the song and I got a few mates around
and recorded it quickly: a guitarist, a horn and a
fiddle player and it came out as a folk song. We
did a little video — and I look at it now and I’m
so skinny. It was such great fun, and the whole
process was a massive distraction, because
you're left with this awful psychological trauma
that's held in your head every second of the
day. It was wonderful, and I thought ‘I'll write
another one’ in the same way.

“Truth is ever to be
found in the simplicity”
Isaac Newton
quested.com | info@quested.com
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At what point did it feel like a proper project?
I played some tracks to Eliza Carthy — the
daughter of Martin Carthy and Norma
Waterson, British folk royalty — and she said:
'Why are you singing with an American
accent..?'
Well, because I kicked-off copying Little
Richard and Chuck Berry and never stopped...
She said, ‘that's not acceptable in British folk
music, because you've got to at least give a nod
to the tradition and sing in your regional
accent.’
I went: 'what, a geordie accent? You're
kidding...' But she wasn’t, so I tried. It sounded
terrible at first, my kids said I sounded like a
pirate. But I worked on it with some local folk
guys, and I felt comfortable with them and they
were very positive about the vocals. I kept
working on the delivery and kept cleaning it up
a bit.
I’ve worked with zillions of singers, some
great singers, and given them direction. I know
the difference between something energised
and something that hasn't got the emotion,
hasn't got the feeling and is a bit, you know,
empty. It's got to be believable and somebody's
got to believe it and if they believe they'll buy it.
I got to the point where I felt that I wasn’t
hearing anything that I was embarrassed about.
I didn’t feel self conscious about it.
Using your accent must inform you lyrically,
and change the character of any song?
That's right. There are three or four songs that
are from friends of mine who are great
songwriters. And with their songs, I was being
careful not to let anything through that was
remotely American. I’ve heard the same word a
few times: 'authentic'. And I thought, 'okay, I'll
take that as a compliment'.
With folk and roots music, it is all about the
story. You're telling a story. There's no 'baby,
baby' kind of stuff. It is a story. Yet everything
recorded is a performance; so my job as a
producer is to capture the magic of that — and I
think I did for every damn note on the whole of
this record. It’s got Aiden Burke, one of Ireland's
top Celtic fiddle players, and Toby Shear, who’s
toured with Mike McGoldrick and John
McCusker — two other top guys who have been
playing with Knopfler's band for quite a while.
Aiden and Toby, they’re musical geniuses, they
did just fabulous.
When I got all the takes, all the different
tracks, it was mixing and tweaking and mixing
and tweaking… I even thought I was going to
master it. But in the end we used a guy called
Andy Thompson at Sound Performance. I went
to his place a couple of times and… beautiful!
When I got back from working with Andy, it
was the same mixes, but just beautiful!
I know you've been through quite a lot of
technology changes, but your approach to
production seems to be pretty consistent.
I do edit stuff, and chop it up, move it around,
and I like to sort of move bits of the song
arrangement more than I would have done on a

/ A storyteller in real life and on record

tape with a Chinagraph pencil and razor. But,
of course, everybody's doing that. Everybody is
processing in order to compete with the best
records, you've got to.
I love to listen, and I never stop learning; I
often think ‘I'd love to get my hands on that
[track], because I could remix that and make
that so much better… But you should always
consider that you may be wrong in thinking that
way. Always wonder whether you’re trying to
make that old Ford Popular into a Rolls Royce,
when really everybody just wants that old Ford
Popular!
Our conversations rambles on for much
longer than is practical to relate in this article,
including plans for Charley’s next big project.
That will involve him diving back into his
contacts book for an album of duets. Of course
by the time he’s told me about this, we’ve
covered a lot of other ground and explored
several non-sequiturs, such is his way. You can
find out more about Charley and Late Bloomer
from www.foskettsfolkfactory.com, or listen to
the LP via streaming services.
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Focus: A-D/D-A Mic Pres
In the DAW-driven world in which we live, the interfaces and A-D/D-A is the core of most
studios; choices are myriad and often cut to the core of what the the studio is for, and what its
owners are about. Mic pres and the process of analogue to digital conversion used to be
largely the reserve of separate hardware — and for studios with large desks, that is often still
the case. But with a massive number studios now being DAW only, the process has become a
lot more integrated to save space and money. The choices made in this area reflect decisions
about the size of projects that the facility can handle, the amount of I/O options it can
accommodate — and, not least, the amount mic channels and thus of performers that can be
recorded simultaneously. As such there are hundreds of corresponding options. So, here is
our look at the range of A-D (and sometimes D-A to) connectivity that include mic preamp
functionality, some being specific just to that task and some being full studio I/O options.

AMS Neve

Antelope Audio

At heart, this is a high-quality front-end for your DAW or live rig that, with
the addition of a Digital Option Card, can offer Dante and USB or
connectivity. The basic unit provides eight channels of remotecontrollable Neve 1073 Mic/Line/Instrument preamplifier, though up to
eight can combine on a network and be operated via the OPX software,
providing a maximum of 64 channels and full recall of all settings. It also
means they can be placed various locations with centralised control (and
front panel locking).
When you buy AMS Neve it’s probably the sound circuitry you’re
interested in — and very little comes with the cache that the 1073
nomenclature does, being a basic building block of many a recording
system for years. Input connections here come via combo XLR/¼” jacks
on the front or D-Sub on the back, with Neve’s Marinair transformers on
mic inputs and Class-A transformer-less DI input. All channels offer an
80Hz HP filter, -25dB pad, phase flip and smart phantom power control
— with Hi/Lo Impedance selector (300Ω to 1.3KΩ).
There is also a separate stereo monitor path with Independent level
control for latency-free monitoring of all signal sources, a front-mounted
headphone output, with rear XLR outputs for your studio monitors.

While the Galaxy 32 is the headline-grabbing new kid on Antelope’s
lineup, if you need mic connectivity the top-of-the-bill is the Orion Studio,
a rackmount audio interface with Thunderbolt 3 or USB connection. It
offers 12 (four front, eight rear) discrete mic preamps with 75dB of gain
on combo XLR jacks — with four of them being Hi-Z compatible. There
are also 2x analogue inserts to connect outboard gear without the need
to do additional routing in the DAW or in the control panel. It’s digitally
expandable with up to 16 channels of ADAT and two channels of SPDIF. It
utilises Antelopes proprietary 64-bit clocking technology and jitter
management algorithm as well as providing for the company’s Synergy
Core real-time effects processing thanks to six DSP chips and two FPGA
processors, which allows up to 128 effects instances across 32 virtual
racks in a configuration identical to the Galaxy 32, which is reviewed in
this issue. Drag-and-drop routing, and four 32 channel mixers for cues
and sub-mixes make set-ups flexible, and customisable presets allow
quick recall. A front of unit mic handles Talkback, and its software can be
controlled wirelessly from a computer on the same network.
If flawless A/D quality is
your requirement, then it will
also be worth looking at
Anterlope’s Amari, which
offers USB, analogue and
digital connectivity up to 24-bit, 384kHz with 138dB dynamic range.

www.ams-neve.com

www.antelopeaudio.com

1073OPX
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API

Apogee

Even considering that API is a company with a long and storied history of
creating top-of-the-line analogue mixing consoles and outboard, it's still
surprising to realise that this is the first of the company’s products to offer
a fully integrated digital output. The A2D also provides a pair of API’s 312
mic pres along with API 2520 and 2510 Op Amps to drive the input gain
and the feed to the A-D convertors. Input connection comes via XLR
switchable between mic and instrument levels; with polarity, phantom
power, input pad, 2:1 transformer routing controls too. Further to this, each
channel has a 1/4" jack connection on the front panel for Hi-Z Instrument
input, with a further 1/4" TRS Insert connection on the back for direct
access to the A-D conversion without touching the preamp. Inserted
effects can be fed come from each channel's balanced XLR outs, or users
can apply any preamp flavour they choose to the proprietary API A-D
system. On the digital side of this simple equation, there are six sample
rate choices and 20 segment LED metering on both analogue and digital
sections. The A2D's digital interface connectors are an SPDIF single-ended
RCA connector and an AES digital out on XLR. A coaxial BNC connection
accepts external clocks signals, and the unit provides a pair of 9-pin
D-sub connectors that allow the multiple units to be chained and locked to
the sample-rate clock derived from the first unit in that chain. While it is
not a full-blown interface in the way that many of the units in this product
focus are, it certainly serves to deliver API-quality mic pres directly to the
digital domain with all the sonic colour that entails.

Apogee’s headline interface, the Symphony
I/O Mk II offers modular I/O of up to 32 inputs and outputs, with
touchscreen display for front panel control, it offers four protocol options
for its direct digital connectivity: Thunderbolt, Pro Tools HD, Dante or Pro
Tools HD or Waves SoundGrid. Other options come with the Base I/O
configurations, though if your requirements include mic pre provision
your options are limited to picking the 8x8+8MP option. That particular
combination offers eight digitally controlled mic preamps with four Hi-Z
¼” jacks for instrument connection and eight software assignable
analogue insert points to stand alongside the 8x8 card’s (also available
separately) eight analogue and AES-EBU outs via D-Sub 25-pin or optical
ADAT I/O channels and SPDIF connectivity. This can all be handled from
the front touchscreen — and its accompanying rotary encoder — or
remotely controlled using Apogee’s new Symphony Control software. If
additional mic pres are needed beyond this, an expansion option would
be a unit like the Apogee Element 88; while that offers eight channels of
mic/instrument (4x combo and 4x XLR) inputs with Thunderbolt
connectivity and can operate as an input device for DAWs in its own right,
its ADAT outputs could be used to add its mic capacity to the Symphony,
while being controlled by the same software.

www.apiaudio.com

www.apogeedigital.com

Audient

Avid

A2D mic pre

iD44 and ASP880
The iD44 is an all metal build
desktop USB C interface with four
of Audient’s well-respected
console mic pres. These offer
Phantom Power provision, 100Hz
high-pass filter and -10dB pad.
There are also two front-positioned
JFET instrument ins along with independent headphone (x2) and stereo
outputs and balanced inputs. Channels 1 and 2 feature insert points for
the addition of external effects pre-conversion, while patching directly
into the Insert Return slot can allow external preamps direct access to the
A-D processing. The unit also provides a talkback facility and three
assignable function buttons. Alongside USB C channels for DAW
connection, outputs come in the form of four line outputs and ADAT
optical. Additionally, two ADAT ins are primed for connection to a unit
such as the ASP880, which offers eight more Audient mic pres with rear
XLR and front-facing 1/4" inputs offering variable impedence and

Symphony I/O

Pro Tools Carbon

accompanying A-D conversion — potentially expanding the iD44 to 20
mic inputs should a session require it. The mic pres of the ASP880 also
offer more versatile high-pass filtering between 25-250Hz alongside the
other features mentioned on the iD44,, with all the options controllable
from the front panel of the 1U rack unit.

Avid’s unsurprisingly Pro Tools-centric hardware provides I/O to the DAW
via either Thunderbolt connection or over Ethernet via a proprietary
version of AVB. In terms of I/O from the unit, it provides eight balanced
XLR/TRS inputs with variable Z (impedance) on inputs 5–8, as well as
eight further connections on balanced DB-25, a Hi-Z instrument socket,
two unbalanced TRS and up to 16 channels of ADAT — with outs also via
DB-25, ADAT, 2x ¼” TRS and four ¼” headphone sockets. This, and the
noted quality of its A/D, spec it out as a great interface for a project
studio or commercial facility with low demand for mic pres, though sadly
it lacks monitoring control for surround applications and frame edge
syncing for working with video, which puts it out of contention for a lot of
post-production applications. Given its potential market, then it's really
the HDX DSP acceleration that catches the eye — as it delivers Avid’s
low-latency plugin functionality as part of the package without the need
for a dedicated HDX card installed in the computer hosting Pro Tools.
Here we get eight dedicated processors (2.8GHz aggregated) for the job,
along with a suite of 116 plug-ins, 70 of which are AAX DSP and will work
with the technology, and deliver the headline low-latencies. A powerful
system for sharing the load of native processing, Carbon and Hybrid
Engine's expansion of Pro Tool's HDX functionality, now make the system
much more accessible.

www.audient.com

www.avid.com
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Black Lion Audio

Burl Audio

A desktop audio interface that's diminutive in size and capacity, but high
on build quality and component specifications, the Revolution 2×2 is
built with low SNR in mind. The company describes the design as
‘modded out of the box’ due to its choice of components — an analogue
circuit design using Nichicon, Vishay and Wima capacitors — being the
choices it's often asked to use for modifications and upgrades. In terms
of connectivity, two-in-two-out bus-powered 24-bit, 192kHz USB C
interface offers two combo inputs, individually switchable to Hi-Z
instrument level if needed, with optional phantom power. There are
stereo ¼” monitor outs with a large volume control, as well as stereo
SPDIF I/O and direct monitoring to the headphone out via a mix balance
control with a mono summing option and its own volume control. It’s
unlikely to be those specs that draw you to this unit, though, as they're
fairly standard for a unit aimed at small studio or mobile recording
applications. In truth, you're more likely to pick this unit because you're
drawn to Black Lion’s reputation for sonic quality. Those component
choices price the Revolution 2x2 at something of a premium to other
options of a similar vein, but — again — that extra financial outlay is likely
not so significant to put anyone off who is seeking what Black Lion has
to offer in terms of build.

The Mothership concept builds Burl’s brilliant two-channel B2 Bombers,
created to bring the qualities appreciated in analogue tape recordings to
A-D/D-A conversion. The company doesn’t characterise this process as
one of colouration, though, instead describing it as a signal path that does
not sterilise. The various cards the B80 Mothership utilises all contain Class
A circuitry and proprietary transformers in the pursuit of creating a
perfectly tailored input and output for its conversion processing. In design,
Mothership unit is a highly configurable 4U monster, that can offer up to 80
analogue channel capability via 10 card slots that can each take various
4- and 8- channel A-D/D-A cards as required, all with Class A, discrete
electronics without any integrated circuits or capacitors in the signal path.
For mic pre provision, a Mothership fully-loaded with Burl’s B4 cards would
deliver a whopping 40 input channels; or you could sacrifice some of those
inputs for monitoring or other A-D or D-A options. Master output format is
also configurable, with Pro Tools Digi-link, MADI, Dante and SoundGrid
options. A favourite tool of this issue’s interviewee Vance Powell, the
Mothership concept is also available as a 16-channel option.

www.blacklionaudio.com

burlaudio.com

Focusrite

Grace Design

Revolution 2x2

Mothership 80

ISA 828 mkII and RedNet MP8R m108

sampling rates of up to 24-bit, 192kHz. For a remotely controllable Dante
option, the RedNet MP8R is a 1U, eight-channel mic pre and A-D
interface for any Dante audio-over-IP network.

An eight channel remote control pre-amp and A-D converter, the m108
builds on the reputation of the now-discontinued Grace Designs m802
— but brings the specs up-to-date, thanks to what the company says is
its biggest R&D effort ever. Its eight mic pres offer a gain range of -6 to
69dB, with selectable Ribbon mic mode and Hi-Z options on channel 1
and 2. The inputs are twinned with eight channels of 192kHz ADC output
via AES, ADAT (four channel SMUX) or USB Class 2 to provide direct
connection to a computer and DAW.
The front of the unit offers a wide viewing angle OLED display for all
metering, system parameters and setup menus with control via a rotary
encoder and dedicated push-buttons for 48V phantom power, phase
reverse, channel grouping and meter peak clear — all of which can be
assigned on a channel-speific basis . There is also a combo RS 485/422
serial/MIDI ports for control from existing m802 RCU or Pro Tools
Alternatively, Grace’s Control app for Mac and Windows is able to oversee
up to 12 m108 units — so, potentially, a capacity of 96 channels — over
Ethernet. For less demanding applications, single units can be controlled
via web browser from any device on the same network — including
mobile devices such as tablets or mobile phones. An optional expansion
slot can provide Audinate/DANTE network audio connection via an
additional card.

www.focusrite.com

www.gracedesign.com

The ISA 828 MkII incorporates eight of Focusrite's mic preamps, with
Lundahl LL1538 transformers on every input. Each channel has the
option of mic or line inputs (with discrete inputs for each, so they can all
be connected simultaneously and are switchable from the front panel),
while inputs 1-4 also feature Hi-Z instrument inputs on the front panel for
easy acces. Each mic pre has variable input impedance, including an 'ISA
110' setting, which replicates the impedance of the original Focusrite mic
pre, and the high-pass filter has a fixed 75Hz frequency and 18dB /
octave roll-off. The front panel offers per-channel six-segment LED
metering, while the back panel provides DB-25 connection for their
switchable Insert points. The optional ISA ADN8 analogue-to-digital
expansion card provides eight Dante, ADAT and AES3 outputs at
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Merging

Metric Halo

Merging’s Horus and the Hapi (in new mkII form) offer expansive
connection options, with 64 and 16 potential mic/line inputs respectively,
and conversion to digital formats — including, as is their maker’s raison
d’etre, Ravenna/AES67 for AoIP. The Horus also offers 24 AES/EBU plus
64 MADI outs and the Hapi provides eight AES/EBU, alongside either
eight ADAT or two SPDIF as standard. Both systems rely on a range of
optional expansion cards for additional I/O capacity — including a PT64
card option for connection of 64 channels to Pro Tools HDX systems. The
desktop Anubis unit is a reconfigurable
Ravenna/AES67 interface that can be
tasked to perform different ‘Missions’
based on software changes that
reconfigure its operation; when we
reviewed the unit in Resolution V21.1 it was
using its ‘Monitor’ mission, and thus as a
powerful AoIP monitor controller, but since
the start of the the year a new ‘Music’ mission has been added to better
suit small recording setups and make use of the units mic/line
connectivity — though, of course, the AoIP functionality and powerful
system can leverage many more inputs than the two mic/line preamps or
Hi-Z instrument jacks the small unit itself contains using external units.

The 1U
rack sized
Metric Halo
ULN-8 3d is a
powerhouse USB C interface that combines eight channels of
mastering grade A-D/D-A Conversion, alongside a separate dedicated
D-A for its headphone output. This is paired with eight Metric Halo ULN-R
preamps along with two Hi-Z connections for instrument inputs (shared
with Channels 1 and 2). There are also an additional eight channels of AES
I/O, with optional cards that offer can offer AES, SPDIF, MADI, ADAT,
TOSLINK or MIDI connectivity if they are required. Internally, a powerful
mix engine can handle up to 128 Channels and 64 busses (up to 192k),
with internal DSP processing for plug-ins from Metric Halo’s own range
— and the internal monitor controller can support per speaker gain and
delay, solo/mute control and multi-channel support from Stereo up to
7.1.4 Surround (Dolby Atmos).
The front panel provides visual metering and control with dedicated
gain knobs for each channel, while the MHLink Ethernet connectivity
allows multiple units to be controlled remotely with low latency.
Ultimately, here, it’s the quality of the Metric Halo conversion — DCcoupled to the analog I/O stages — that will likely be the thing that
catches the ear, while the powerful adaptability of the mixer makes it an
option for music, broadcast and format conversion applications.

www.merging.com

www.mhsecure.com

Millenia

PreSonus

For Dante users, Millenia offers the HV-316, featuring 16-channel of its
HV-3D mic pres — controlled by its own AElogic software — in a rugged
1U chassis. Every inch the studio/road rig workhorse, the no-frills look of
the unit belies the modern approach. For something a little more tactile,
the HV-3D offers eight channels of mic pre, controllable in an analogue
fashion from the front panel — featuring 36-step gain controls (1.5 dB
per step). While natively an analogue unit, with I/O via XLR, the HV-3D
can be equipped with an optional card for Dante or MADI connection
depending upon need (there is also a card for additional analogue
expansion that can provide up to three outs per channel). The AoIP
option works with Dante and RedNet Ethernet networks, offering up to
24-bit 192 kHz eight-channel capability with Primary and Secondary
connections for redundant networks. The MADI card works at the same
resolutions, with optical and BNC connections. If eight channels is too
much, stripped back four- and two-channel options are also part of the
range — though the cost of card expansions for digital outputs does not
fall correspondingly.

The basis of
PreSonus’ Quantum systems is
simple: to provide imperceptible latencies for digital
recording applications — delivered by its proprietary Thunderbolt drivers.
The company itself quotes a roundtrip latency for audio of less than 1ms
for its Thunderbolt-connected 2626 using a 2016 Mac and its Studio One
software( it operates at this level with v3 and v2 of the protocol). While
anything under 10ms is generally accepted as okay for instruments, much
lower latencies like this are preferable for monitoring vocals, given the
brains sensitivity to delay in sounds eminating from our own bodies. This
ultra-fast conversion processing — up to 24-bt, 192kHz — means that the
Quantum system can eschew the need for an internal mixer for direct
monitoring of recording sources, allowing that to be handled by the DAW
and removing the need to switch applications when setting up monitor
mixes etc., which is the usual way of working for such systems. In terms of
connectivity, the 2626 offers eight XMAX preamps with XLR Combo
jacks and corresponding front panel gain controls — with channel 1 and 2
switchable to Hi-Z instrument inputs. In terms of audio output, apart from
Thunderbolt to DAW there are eight line outs (1 and 2 mirrored to monitor
outputs with a front panel level control), stereo S/PDIF, and 2x ADAT
(eight I/O in S/MUX mode or 16 at lower rates). This extra I/O offers the
possibility for more pre-amp capacity, should a project demand it — and
PreSonus point to its own DigiMax DP88 as a potential option for this.

www.mil-media.com

www.presonus.com

Hapi mkII, Horus & Anubis

HV-316 & HV-3D

ULN-8 3d

Quantum 2626
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RME

Rupert Neve Design

As the name implies, the 12Mic is 12-channel digitally controlled
microphone preamplifier with AVB and MADI connectivity — and it
impressed in our recent review (Resolution V21.3). It features four XLR/
TRS Mic/Inst/Line inputs plus another eight XLR Mic/Line, dual gigabit
Ethernet outs, MADI (coaxial, with SPDIF via an additional module) and
two ADAT outs for up to 24 channels of output at single speed, or 12 at
96kHz. Remote control of the unit can be via USB or network connection.
All the front-facing mic pres provide 75dB gain range and accept signals
of up to +18 dBu. At the heart of the unit is RME’s SteadyClock FS digital
clocking that underpins all its digital domain hardware.
The updated
OctaMic II offers
eight rear-positioned
mic pres with front
panel gain controls
for more tactile
handling, along with phantom power, pad, LF cut and polarity switcher.
Conversion is up to 24-bit, 192kHz, with output via twin ADAT optical outs
or AES/EBU. Additional input can come via AES or SPDIF sync.

This eight-channel Dante mic preamp and converter (with eight
corresponding combo XLR/¼” input connections to the rear, with +48V
provision, polarity, HPF and Pad options) — as you would expect — leans
heavily on the quality of the Rupert Neve Designs’ channel circuitry.
Frankly, with the modular mic preamp cards it utilises being full Class A
with custom transformers, why wouldn’t it? The mic pres offer up 60dB
of gain in 1dB steps, though line level inputs can be assigned to bypass
circuitry and directly access the converters — which are capable of
handling depths and rates up to 24-bit, 192kHz.
Crucially, it ties all of this to full Dante integration (including Dante Domain
Manager compatibility), which means the RMP-D8 has become
something of a favourite at the higher end of the touring ecosystem —
with big praise for the kit coming from the teams that oversee Ariana
Grande, Dream Theater and Phish’s on-the-road sound (just to name a
few). However, with AoIP moving more into the studio and being wellestablished in the broadcast world, we’re sure the RMP-D8 is making
plenty of waves in those arenas too. In addition to Dante connectivity,
there is also AES digital outputs via four XLR connections to the rear.
Reassuringly straightforward in design, it is everything you would expect
from the company.

www.rme-audio.de

www.rupertneve.com

SSL

Steinberg

12Mic & OctaMic II

SSL 2+ & Alpha Channel
A desktop two-in/four-out USB-C
bus-powered audio Interface, the
2+ features SSL-designed
microphone preamps with what it
describes as its ‘Legacy 4K’
analogue colour enhancement,
designed to deliver some of the
sonic flavour so appreciated in its
long line of lauded desks. The unit
also offers two professional,
high-current grade headphone outputs with the ability to create separate
mixes. Ideal for small project studios, solo recording or mobile setups, the
digital conversion is up to 24-bit, 192kHz — and provides MIDI I/O, and
balanced monitor outputs control by a large rotary controller that
dominates the main panel. The interface also comes with a bundle of
plug-ins for use with your DAW if purchased before the end of 2021. If
you’re in the market for a full analogue SSL channel strip with A-D

RMP D-8

AXR4

functionality, the Alpha Channel 1U rackmount unit provides just that —
including mic pre (with phantom power, polarity switching, pad, and Hi-Z
option), EQ, filtering, and Insert point for adding other external effects or
direct access to the A-D. It offers analogue and SPDIF output to provide
a great single channel option for quality tracking of vocals and
instruments.

With the Steinberg brand now under the auspices of Yamaha, it’s no
surprise to find out that’s it’s their team behind the creation of the 28x24
AXR4 units — which come in T (Thunderbolt) and U (USB3) iterations,
but are otherwise identical. Noteworthy features include its AXR hybrid
mic preamps — which are specially-tuned versions of those widely used
throughout the professional sound industry in Yamaha’s digital mixing
systems, and 32-bit integer AD/DA converters that support sample rates
up to 384kHz, digital component-up emulations of SILK processing from
Rupert Neve Designs, a full matrix mixer using dspMixFx, and internal DSP
that allows near zero-latency recording and monitoring.
The AXR4 offers, perhaps unsurprisingly, four mic pres connected via
front-facing combo XLR/Jack connections (channel 1 and 2 also being
instrument compatible), with a further eight line-level inputs at the rear as
well as digital connectivity via dual ADAT and dual SPDIF. Outputs are
also available ADAT or SPDIF optical and AES/EBU. There are also twin
headphone sockets with independent volume controls, MIDI I/O and
Word Clock connections. The Thunderbolt 2-equipped AXR4T can run
three units in daisy-chain mode for a maximum of 84 inputs and 72
outputs, sufficient for larger recording applications and analogue
summing.

www.solidstatelogic.com

www.steinberg.net
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Rewind

Resolution and AMS Neve 88R
JOHN MOORE looks back through the archives at the times Resolution has crossed paths
with this venerable large format console the years

W

hen AMS Neve got in touch with
us to talk about the fact that its
iconic 88R desk turns twenty this
year, it occurred to the us that the
history of Resolution is somewhat intertwined
with it. The very first issue of this magazine
appeared in May of - and we're both still going
strong (apparently there are four 88RS
consoles in development as we write). So, we
thought it would be interesting to have a look
back through our archives for notable
appearances of the 88R and later 88RS in the
magazine. And, you know what? It was!
You can find many of these articles, and read
them in full if you wish, via the Resolution
Archive. Find it, as well as new issues of the
magazine, at issuu.com/resolutionmag.

Resolution V1.1
May 2002

Our very first issue
saw us pay a visit to
Sony’s brandspanking new
Japanese in-house
facility, which had
Studios 1, 2, and 3 (of
five) equipped with
the new Neve 88R
consoles. The move
was a refresh of the
company’s old
Shinanomachi facility, which had leant heavily

on the 88Rs predecessor, the VR — but now
needed to be ready for 5.1 production across all
of its rooms — and its handling of surround
sound was, of course, a key selling point of the
then-new console.
Tesuo Tomita, the senior director of the
facility’s archive room, told us: “Our engineers
like the Neve sound and they worked for a
long time on the VRs and when we heard
about the new desks we were obviously
interested... Also, for music production
recording, and comparing them to digital
desks, the 88R is very flexible.”

Resolution V1.3
September 2002

In the September
issue of the same
year we caught up
with country music
producer and
engineer Chuck
Ainley, a pioneer of
5.1 music production.
He was, at the time,
mixing Mark
Knopfler’s third solo
LP at AIR Lyndhurst
— famously, one of the first studios to install the
new 88R (and, at the time, it also had the
largest) as part of an upgrade to its Hall facility.
Ainley was mixing the majority of the LP on the
older AIR VR, but tracks from it that were

intended for use on TV were, he told us, being
mixed on that new 88R.

Resolution V2.2
March 2003

In the spring of 2003
our News pages
reported on the
install of a Neve 88R
in Studio 2 of the
Sony Music New York
facility; specifically an
84-channel model
for mixing to the
then-fledgling SACD
format. David Smith,
Sony’s VP of
engineering said the choice was “specifically
due to the design having been “optimised for
surround from the design phase,” and that the
unit had great versatility of operation in
surround — with subgroup capability, stem
management, surround panning, routing and
monitoring capabilities.”

Resolution V2.4

April 2003
The very next month, the love for the 88R — or
more specifically the 1081R pre amp — was
coming from post-production facility,
Hackenbacker. While the company had gone
with AMS Neve MMC for its then-new Soho
facility, owners Nigel Heath and Julian Slater
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had plenty of praise for the 88R pres, which the
company had made (and still make) available as
separate modules. In fact, they described them
as “stonking”.
In the News section, we also reported on an
88R making its way to Iran’s long-established
Bell Studios as part of a technical upgrade.
Pleasingly, according to recent posts on the
studio’s Facebook page, that Neve desk is still
getting regular use to this day.

Resolution V2.5

July/August 2003
While Angel Studios closed its doors in 2019,
back in the summer of 2003 we reported on the
reopening of Studio 1 there, complete with its
new 88R — which over the next 15 or so years,
would see action on a host of top-flight LP and
soundtrack projects at the Islington site. Happily,
the building is now under the ownership of
Abbey Road Institute and has become the
flagship base for education programmes.

Resolution V3.2

March 2004
The new year saw Sony Pictures open the
doors to its new Barbara Streisand scoring
stage in Culver City, California — a facility
equipped with a new 96-channel Neve 88R.
Our article reporting this, is also the first
mention in the magazine of the new SP2
Scoring Panel and routing matrix that would
soon become a central feature of the desk’s
success in film scoring and post.

Resolution 3.6

September 2004
Autumn of the year saw us talking about the
inclusion of an 88R as part of a massive
equipment deal to kit out Indian film studio,
Yash Raj Films. The console, a 60-fader model
was for the company’s music studio, intended
“for international clients with state of the art
acoustics and equipment,’ according to Daman
Sood, the company’s music mixer and technical
consultant.

Resoution V4.1
January 2005

Italy’s Forward
Studios featured
heavily in the first
Resolution issue of
2005, especially its
Caesar room, which
had opened in
October of the
previous year. At the
time, Forward
boasted Italy’s first
Neve 88R — a
72-channel console with Encore recall. Even 15
years ago, the stunning layout and location of
Forward seemed to be a throwback to a more
fruitful time for such concerns, and we question
the potential of building such a facility in the
midst of the concentration and consolidation
the industry was going through at the time.
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Massimo Scarparo, the owner was quick to
counter our query, though:
“Forward Studios is a new type of studio for
Italy,” he said. “It was not previously possible to
find rooms here that are as good as those in the
best international studios in the world. I’ve
always thought that it would be a good idea to
build something like this. I suppose I’m a little
crazy, but I have a passion for this business and
I believe that there is room for an international
standard studio like this when you look at the
global market.The Italian market is not of
primary interest to me. There is never a best
time to build a place like this but it is always a
good time to build top quality.”
Ultimately, he has been proven right, as
Forward — and that 88R — are still going strong
over 16 years on from this feature.

Resolution 5.5

July/August 2006

A few years after our
initial story, we would
revisit the Yash Raj
Films facility — but
this time as part of a
visit to Mumbai to
see the nowcompleted studio for
ourselves. As well as
charting the history
of the company
founded by Yash
Chopra in 1970, and which had by then grown
into a wide-ranging entertainment empire, we
caught up with that new 88R, now in situ in the
990ft2 control room of its Studio 1. We also
caught up with Daman Sood, who’d been
tasked with kitting out the studio and its
“frighteningly well-stocked outboard racks.”

Resolution 6.4
May/June 2007

In 2007 20th Century Fox’s
Newman Scoring stage
was claiming the world’s
largest ever AMS Neve
analogue console, a
custom 96-input 88RS.
Our News section reported
Armin Steiner, who was
among a team of
engineer’s that
recommended the install,
was the first to mix in the
upgraded facility, and praised the console’s
clarity, bottom-end, imaging, and flexibility.
Denis Saint-Armand, a long-serving scoring
project engineer at Fox who has credits for
films such as Avatar, Despicable Me, Super 8
and Mission Impossible: Ghost Protocol,
commented that the 88R was “essentially two
consoles for the price of one, since we can
assign the first 48 tracks to the main recording
system and still have 36 scoring stem buses —
and we now have the ability to mix in a highly
automated environment, further adding to the
flexibility of the stage.”

Resolution 6.8

November/December 2007
We ended 2007 by
exclaiming in our
review of AMS Neve’s
8801 that it was “a
product that now
seems obvious,” and
that you “might
wonder why it has
taken Neve so long to
produce it.” Which is,
to say, we wondered.
For those
unfamiliar, the 8801 Channel strip essentially
takes (in the words of George Shilling) “Neve’s
wonderful heritage and highly regarded 88R
console technology and stuffs it neatly into a
jam-packed 1U.”
Control is courtesy of 22 suitably retro-style
rotary knobs and we pretty much loved every
one of them. To be honest, though, we did
comment that our only real criticism would be
“that it really should have been a 2U affair.”

Resolution V8.1
January 2009

Hop forward a year
and a bit, and we
were out in Eastern
Europe reporting on
the massive Alvernia
Studios development
near Krakow in
Poland, a facility we
saw as “a new
economic and
technological
standard for what

can now be achieved”.
The brainchild of entrepreneur Stanislaw
Tyczynski, founder of Poland’s first independent
private radio station — and based around a
futuristic, space station-styled complex of
interconnected concrete domes described as
‘escape pods’. While the complex covers pretty
much all aspects of film production within its 13
distinct zones, at the centre — indeed, in K-01
— is a scoring stage that easily accommodates
a 100-piece symphony orchestra, with a large
private lounge for rehearsals and relaxation.
Studio C in that facility holds its 72-input Neve
88R console with Encore.

Resolution V8.3
April 2009

This issue featured
our interview with AR
Rahmann, Bollywood
music composer/
legend. While, at the
time, the double
Oscar-winning
composer told us
that he composes in
Logic before
transferring to Pro
Tools, his studio is

/ Rewind

equipped with an Neve 88R for tracking. That’s
the kind of thing you can afford when you
successfully redefine a whole genre’s
perception across the globe, we guess.

Resolution 9.2
March 2010

Another much-loved
88R turned up in this
issue as the
centrepiece of Les
Studios de la
Fabrique in Saint
Remy le Provence,
France. Specifically,
the centrepiece of its
100m2 control room,
sat a 72-channel
console previously
installed in Paris’ Plus XXX studio and described
by its owner, Herve Le Guil as “one of the best
sounding analogue consoles ever made.”
If the name La
Fabrique rings a bell,
that’s because it
subsequently
became the home of
the popular
residential courses
offered by Mix with
The Masters, a
company co-founded
by Le Guil’s son,
Maxime — who at the
time of the article was managing La Fabrique’s
studio in Paris. That metropolitan studio, in its
intended new form, was featured as part of a
Resolution feature in V21.3, as it will form the
new home base of Mix with The Masters after a
considerable redesign courtesy of WaltersStroyk Design Group. You’ll be seeing more of
that soon in Resolution.

Resolution V13.8

November/December 2014
As part of our feature
on the production of
‘surprise’ Pink Floyd
LP, The Endless River,
back in 2014 we
chatted to one
long-serving member
of the band’s team,
engineer Andy
Jackson, about the
unusual process that
saw the idea of the
album become reality. Part of that process was

the decision to abandon mixing the sprawling
project in-the-box for the sake of ease, and
instead choosing to mix the record on the Neve
88R at David Gilmour’s Astoria facility.
Jackson told us that: “Initially, the sessions
appeared so vast that there seemed to be no
possibility of doing an analogue mix... It was
David [Gilmour] who asked if we could try and
do it analogue, firstly because he wanted to
make sure it was as good, and secondly
because of the physical interface factor; he
does like to come in and ride the board a bit for
his guitar solos. So I picked the piece that was
logistically the easiest and did it again. We did a
blind A-B test and, well, there was no
competition… the analogue sounded much
better.”

Resolution 14.4
June 2015

With the AMS Neve
Genesys and
Genesys Black well
established in the
company’s product
line and we sat down
with the man behind
the AMS Neve brand,
Mark Crabtree, to talk
a little about their
creation. Across the
next few years after
this, when the 88R is mentioned, it’s usually in
relation to its role as inspiration for elements of
the Genesys line — a range designed to be far
more suited to the financial and physical
realities of many modern recording setups. It’s
role as a touchstone, remains undeniable,
though.
“The analogue 88RS and the SP2 scoring
panel for 127 buses are still attractive products
for a specific applications,” Mark told us, “but
the broadest analogue desk appeal is the
Genesys in standard and Black.”
He went on to say that the company “spent a
lot of time getting all the classic 1084 EQs being
digitally controllable — we also have the 88R
— and these are effectively hardware plug-ins
for the desk. If you want to work with a
workstation you’re going to need some faders
and mic preamps, some meters, some
monitoring, all those things you need and can
make out of a bare-bones Genesys... It wraps
around any workstation and you’ve got the
quality — and possibly more features — of the
88R in a compact and affordable frame. It’s
meant to be as seamless as possible — its
codename was 88KI, for 'Killer Integration'.”

Resolution 15.1

Jan/Feb 2016
In this issue, we reported on the
new 88RS at Katara Studios in
Doha’s Middle Eastern Art
Development Centre. The
orchestral-focused Studio 1 of the
facility had installed a 96-fader
console as part of a technology
package put together by UKbased studio Metropolis, with the
rooms themselves designed by WSDG.

Resolution 16.2
March/April 2017

Having won the
Resolution Studio
Facility Award a few
months earlier, we
took a closer look at
British Grove Studios
in the Spring of 2017
— talking to the man
who is as much
responsible for its
excellence and
success as anyone,
studio manager David Stewart who sadly passed
away in 2020. The London facility, owned by
Mark Knopfler, features a host of vintage
analogue gear and an attitude to audio
engineering that harks back to a somewhat
bygone age, with a taste for bespoke electronics
that you won’t find anywhere else. While the
ultra-rare EMI REDD.51 (one of only two of this
style of desk still fully operational, having been
acquired by Knopfler from EMI Italy in Milan) is
the piece of kit that often gets the headlines —
even amongst what we described as “some of
the most recherché audio equipment in the
world” — at the heart of British Grove’s Studio 1
sits a 96-channel custom-made 88R that
handles the much of the work.

Resolution 18.2
March 2019

Right there on the
first page of a
wide-ranging,
fascinating interview
with prolific and
accomplished
classical producer
Jonathan Allen, is a
photo of him at work
in Abbey Road Studio
1 on the Neve 88RS
installed there.

Everything you need to know to keep ahead
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Facility

Cicaleto Studio
NIGEL JOPSON finds a Tuscan villa with excellent acoustics

E

very producer has a ‘bucket list’ of
studios to record in — now a new facility
in Italy lays claim to a top spot on your
hit list — especially for those whose aim
is to record ‘real’ instruments in a flattering
acoustic setting. Finished in 2020, Cicaleto
Studio is located in a historic eighteenthcentury villa hidden away in the Tuscan
countryside. The villa is set in a nature reserve,
but is still only a convenient five minutes by car
from the provincial capital of Arezzo. Conceived
by musician, composer, sound engineer and
producer Francesco Ponticelli, the acoustic and
structural design were delivered by Studio
Sound Service of Florence. Resolution took a
look at the fantastic villa in the company of
Ponticelli and acoustic designer Donato Masci.
“This is a recording studio with a capital ‘R’
— with the emphasis on good acoustics and
recording natural instruments — as well as
benchmark monitoring and modern digital
production. Everything started from
Francesco’s experience — he’s a jazz bass guitar
and double bass player for several of the most
important Italian artists,” explained Masci, “this
studio is born not only to produce but, first of
all, to record music.”
Ponticelli participated in the foundation of
the Agus Collective, which between 2010 and
2020 became something of a reference point
for new jazz in Italy. He has had the privilege of
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playing alongside some of the most influential
musicians on the international scene, such as
Enrico Rava, who hired him for the ‘New
Generation’ group, at the beginning of
Ponticelli’s career. An interest in composition
led Ponticelli to form his own ensembles, and
subsequently record two albums, Ellipses and
Kon-Tiki, highlighting Francesco as an
innovative composer in the Italian jazz scene.

/ Screens moved out from the wall for a session

The Genelec
monitoring and
acoustic design of
the control room
is really accurate
The Cicaleto ‘Main Hall’ live room is tailormade for acoustic music. The spacious 95m2
space has 6m high ceilings, the room is flooded
by natural light coming in through four windows
and a large glass door overlooking the villa’s
garden, with the natural wood floor making a

/ The fireplace transformed into a control room window

The hall has been hosting chamber music
concerts since the early 18th Century
striking first impression. The floor played a
major role in the sonic character of the main
recording room, as Masci described:
“A very important point — not so conventional
for studio design — is that we did some in-depth
research about the flooring of traditional Italian
theatres; the floor is made basically of four or
five centimetres of timber on wooden stud work.
At Cicaleto, this is in part a resonant floor; in
some areas, it is filled with Rockwool for
damping, in other areas it is empty, and this is
helpful for different sound colours.”
By simply moving musicians around the
various locations in the room you can hear
instruments react differently, finding the perfect
point to enhance the sound.
“All of the floor area has different sections,
and this was one of the most important parts of
the project in the recording room. It
substantially affects the sound of instruments
such as cellos, as well as the piano.” The piano is
a Steinway D, purchased from Bussotti (a
well-known tuner for the legendary Italian
classical pianist Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli)

in 2018. From 2006 to 2018 it was played in
concert by several world-renowned pianists,
whose signatures adorn the soundboard.

Good vibrations

The parallel orientation of the long walls, which
could possibly cause repeated echoes, has
been disrupted by constructing wall treatments
with different inclinations. The long walls hide
custom-made mobile gobos (or screens) that
can be used independently within the room,
creating isolated areas for ad-hoc recordings.
The large screens, finished in tasteful pastel
shades (this is, after all, an Italian studio), can be
turned to present either an absorptive or
reflective side. Francesco described how he
usually uses the screens to isolate the drum kit,
which he places on the floor area with most
absorption to tighten the sound. “As a double
bass player, the feeling when the floor vibrates
sympathetically with the frequencies of the
notes is really a beautiful sensation and
definitely helps my playing. The mics pick up a
fuller sound; if the instrument is recorded on its

own, then mics can be backed-off a little for a
bigger sound. For string quartets, it's amazing,
it's a very airy sound. Horns and flute also
sound wonderful in this room.”
The ceiling in the Cicaleto recording room
retains exposed wooden beams, with ‘sail’-type
angled diffusors. We observed that the ceiling
reminded us a little of the jazz-centric Rudy Van
Gelder Studio, where John Coltrane recorded.
“All of us at Studio Sound Service had a long
conversation with Francesco about this point,
and for this recording space the ‘musical part’ is
most important. The famous Rudy Van Gelder
Studio in Englewood Cliffs, built by Frank Lloyd
Wright associate David Henken, followed this
‘focus’ principle. We have beams in just one
direction, but the ceiling shape is quite similar in
Cicaleto Studio; the curved surface of our
treatment panels, however, gives a little bit of
extra spread and diffusion to the sound.”
The ceiling ‘canopies’ have a double function:
they help to diffuse sound coming from below
and they also minimise over-focusing which
could be produced by the tilted roof. In addition
to the large live room, there’s also an iso-booth
adjacent for those moments when an intimate
vocal or plucked guitar is required. Musicians
foldback in the studio is provided by five Mytek
PQ2 — an excellent 12-channel musician mix
headphone distribution system with two 30W
class-A amps in each box.
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the two wings together; we ended up mounting
the speakers one degree wider (31o) than
normal, achieving a nice stereo image with a
solid phantom mono channel.”
Studio Sound Service describe the control
room as having a modern ‘non-environment’
design — with a reflective front wall and
absorbent back wall. Each element, including
furnishings, has been designed to optimise the
diffusion of the acoustic field. The diffusor on
the back wall is unique, having been designed
specifically for this installation and custommade by Artnovion.
“Thanks to the different depths of its
elements and the numerous discrepancies, this
diffusor is able to create a broadband diffusion
of the sound coming from the front,” confirms
Masci. The ceiling ‘cloud’ panels hide a large
layer of porous material that absorbs low
frequencies, balancing the frequency response.
The reflective part of the ceiling directs sound
coming from the speakers towards the back
wall, from which it is adequately absorbed or
re-diffused. The objective is that no deferred
reflections — which could confuse perception
— reach the listening point.

Genelec Monitoring

/ Ceiling diffusors in control room

Despite the historical setting, the control
room has a dramatic designer look, thanks to
two large wooden inverted triangles on either
side of a traditional stone fireplace — which has
been broken-through in the hearth to
accommodate the large control room glass
window onto the recording area. “The big part
was about the fireplace — we thought a lot
about what to do!” reveals Masci. “From the
structural point of view, the rear part of the wall
within the fireplace was thinner than the main

/ Colourful Artnovion custom-made diffusors
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wall [it was constructed within] which was
really, really thick about, 60-70cm. So the idea
to make the control room glass window in the
fireplace was aesthetically pleasing, but was
also practical because that part of the wall was
thinnest to breakthrough!”
The wooden wings on either side are part of
the flush mount for the Genelec 1238A
monitors.
“We had the substantial walls behind, which
were a help, the challenge was in connecting

“The Genelec monitoring and acoustic design
of the control room is really accurate,” says
Ponticelli. “I can confidently position
instruments for recording and use the sound of
the live room to ‘glue’ the sound picture
together. You can choose where to put the
room mics to create a different soundstage.
Recording in this studio is bit like photography:
you can have different point of view, choose
from which angle to ‘take the picture’, which
opens a lot of possibilities.”
Centre-stage in the control room is a rather
unique Studer 902 16-channel console, which
Ponticelli has split in half, with 16 input channels
on the left, a desk for DAW keyboard, screen
and mix surface in the middle, and the master
and group sections of the Studer to the right.
“This involved a lot of soldering! Now we
have the benefit of being able to change the
positioning in future, as the modules can be
moved around and re-arranged in different
layouts, if required.” The choice of console —
something of a ‘secret weapon’ for producers
like Ben Hillier (Resolution V19.4) — makes
sense bearing in mind its intended use. The
vintage Swiss 900 design is renowned for its
headroom, dynamic range and clean EQ.
Outboard gear includes Tube Tech SMC2b, SSL
G Comp, and a Lexicon LXP 15. For additional
reverb, an oval room with a vaulted ceiling that
generates a two-second reverberation may be
used as an echo chamber for both mixing and
tracking.
Talking of vaulted ceilings… we should
mention that the rooms we’ve described so far
are not the first to have been used for music at
this Tuscan retreat. The villa also houses a
beautiful 122m2 hall that has been hosting
chamber music concerts since the early 18th
Century. Recently restored by the Ponticelli

/ Facility
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/ Magnificent 18th century classical hall

A vaulted ceiling generates a two-second
reverberation as an echo chamber
family, the ‘Classic Hall’ boasts lofty eight
metre-high ceilings, a ‘minstrel’s balcony’ and
original fixtures. As Studio Sound’s Masci
observes:
“There are a lot of regulations in Italy
regarding what can be modified, and what use
a historical building may have and so on and so
forth. A music studio is actually one of the very
few options available as a business within this
building…”
The architecture of the hall offers rich
acoustics, with a dark and dense reverberation
that particularly enhances string and wind
instruments, pianos, harpsichords and voices.
And, if you want to take Cicaleto’s Gretsch USA
Custom drum kit in there, you can be sure
Francesco will be able to surround you with
some of the studio’s 35 excellent microphones,
plug-in to the tie lines, and record you to Pro
Tools HD.
Cicaleto Recording Studio has already
hosted, among others, Joe Sanders, Benoit
Dulbeq, Paolo Fresu, Petra Magoni, Christian
Meyer, Minus Quartet, Luca Aquino, Nico Gori,
Shake Stew, Cristina Zavalloni, Seamus Blake,
Alessandro Lanzoni, Francesco Bearzatti and
Gabriele Mirabassi. Bands can take advantage
of comfortable in-house accommodation: ‘Casa
Marina’ is a residential area connected to the
recording studio with two bedrooms, and a
large mezzanine with two single beds, a dining
area with full kitchen and a shared bathroom.
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A huge amount of thought and design work
has gone into the construction of this studio.
The rooms are unusual, these days, in providing
such fine acoustic recording spaces. Ponticelli
thinks his chosen instrument may have
something to do with why he cares so deeply
about recording and mixing: “I think one reason
is quite poetic: the fact is that the bass player
always wants the music to ‘work’ — and wants
to give structure and form to the music. So it's a
kind of a mindset!”
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Playlist

Speaker Testers
This month we’re picks out some tracks we like to use to test different
listening environments, speakers and headphones — and the reasons
we go back to them time and time again.
Mike Aiton

A CASE OF YOU
Joni Mitchell
As a post mixer, I like to test
speakers the most with
voices, absolute low-end
slam has little attraction for
me. Accuracy, neutrality and detail in the mids
and highs is far more critical, with the 1KHz to
4KHz crossover region being very important.
Phase alignment is also key.
I often use Joni Mitchell’s orchestral version
of A Case Of You from Both Sides Now. Superb
recording of a small jazz band with orchestra
and vocals. If your speaker has LF bloat issues,
phase issues or poor timing it will show up.

Jon Broomhall

DONALD FAGEN
The Nightfly LP
I’d suggest any track from
this album, but it’s usually
I.G.Y. for me, as it’s track
number one . Exquisite audio
goodness, of course, but also this choice of
testing material is partly because I’m a creature
of habit — I’ve heard it for so many years on so
many different speaker configs that it’s become
a solid reference for me.

John Moore

THE STONE ROSES
I Am The Resurrection
Ageing myself with almost
sniper-like accuracy, this is a
track that feels so much part
of my DNA that it’s a go-to
whenever I need to test speakers or
headphones. It’s not only that I know it inside
out from every angle, but also that I love John
Leckie’s production — the reverbs are deep,
there’s a great drum and bass intro, and
sparkling acoustics amid the rock guitars for
contrast. It’s got everything, and lasts long
enough to really get to grips with listening to
what’s going on rather than just being
immediately rushed with volume-induced
serotonin.

Jon Thornton

PLEASE READ THIS
LETTER
Alison Krauss and
Robert Plant
In truth there isn’t a single
track I use — I suspect most
of us have a selection of curated genre/types.
But this is one of my favourites. Why? Because
there’s a real visceral sense of bass that really
shows up low-end control, but at the same time
a great sense of space and delicacy in the
arrangement that showcases sound-staging
and timing. And it’s a great track…

Jeff Turner

THE WAILING JENNYS
Summertime
I have a few things I go to like
Jennifer Warnes’ Somewhere
Somebody, engineered by
Elliot Scheiner, which I use
for live sound and studio because of its
excellent mid-range, vocals, and bass. There’s
also Bonnie Raitt’s Not Cause I Want To with its
excellent vocal and acoustic guitar, The Nightfly
by Donald Fagin — engineered by Roger
Nichols and Elliot Scheiner, and anything by
Diana Krall that was done with Al Schmitt. The
one I come back to, though, is The Wailing
Jennys acapella version of Summertime; they’re
a Canadian group, and this is a live recording
from the Mauch Chunk Opera House.

Russell Cottier

MYPOLLUX
Qui Dort Dine
Jean-Pierre Bouquet did an
excellent job of mastering
Sébastien Langle’s recording.
Mypollux are of my
all-time favourite bands, but I come back to this
track for reference because it offers a nice
filtered guitar to set a level and then an epic
entry of extended range riffage. The Dynamic
range is perfect with clear instruments and
room sounds too demonstrate frequency and
transient response.

George Shilling

YES
Owner Of A Lonely Heart
I always thought this track
sounded pretty phenomenal,
so it’s long been a go-to
when testing speakers. Gary
Langan’s rough mix couldn’t be bettered by
Trevor Horn, so that is the released version.
Listen out for the tape hiss coming in about a
second before the drums return in the break as
he unmutes the subgroup!

Justin Dean

GRIZZLY BEAR
Two Weeks
This track possesses a huge
dynamic range and, at its
fullest moments, is incredibly
layered with multiple
instruments and vocals. I’m looking for my
monitors to reveal those layers to me and to
convey those dynamics within the song,
illustrating detail in the quiet moments while
also opening up during dramatic sections.

John Moore

SPIRITUALIZED
Cop Shoot Cop
The closing track of a
wonderful LP, it — like much
of the album — is built from
layers of looped and
repetitious elements, then overlaid by Dr. John’s
signature New Orleans piano with intermittent
insertions of screaming guitars . The tune ebbs,
flows, disintegrates and is born again, so there’s
plenty to listen out for and tons of dynamic range.
I always hope to hear the clarity among the chaos
that I know is there, along with plenty of depth.

Honourable mentions

Here are five more tracks that were also
mentioned in dispatches...
Aphex Twin — Green Calx
Limit To Your Love — James Blake
Rey's Theme — John Williams
Sober — Childish Gambino
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and your listening skills have room to develop and grow naturally too.
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